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Committee says radical
history should be in past
Editor's note: This Is the first in a
three-part series about controversial
groups on campm.
by Cathy Cole
reporter

The myth that equates the Social
Justice Committee with radical protests of the 1960s, socialism, and militant leftists is exactly that - a myth according to Brian Szittai, chairperson of the group here.
"I'm sure many people might think
we're some kind of bleeding heart
liberal group, who like to protest
every week, Szittai said. "But we act
more conservatively. We get more
action by holding educational programs.
"Any liberal group would probably
call us pansies, because we don't sit
on steps of buildings," be said. "But
that's not to say that we don't ever
protest."
Part of the identity problem may lie
in the name of the group, Szittai said.
"We are not at aU Socialists," Szittai said. "If you think about it, social
just means people, and justice is selfexplanatory.
"We are concerned with fairness
for all people on the basis of legality
and morality. More on morality because we don't agree with all the
laws, like the draft registration and
nuclear build-up," he added.
ANOTHER PROBLEM the group
faces is that of obscurity.
Beth Oprisch, a senior social work
major and Social Justice Committee
member, is aware of the problem.
"Most people have never heard of
and don't understand the group,"
Oprisch said. "They sound interested
for a minute and then change the
subject.
"When I was collecting signatures

for the nuclear freeze petitions last
year, I got a lot of strange looks," she
said, "rm sure the real conservatives
mink we're really radical, but we're
not If they would just stop and listen
they'd know how conventional we
are."
"Our group is not widely known,"
Greg Haas, a junior math major,
said. "Our intent is educational, to
bring attention to the issues."

Issues the Social Justice Committee
is concerned with include world hunE, draft registration, problems in
Middle East, Central America,
prison reform, gun control, and nuclear arms build-up, according to
Szittai.
"WE ARE not a special interest
group, we represent all of the people," he said. "We don't try to replicate the activities of the USG,
concerning the social injustices on
campus, but we look at the national
and international problems.
"These problems do affect students
on campus when money that could
have gone to their education goes
instead to the build-up of nuclear
arms,1 and then their peace is threatened, ' be added. The group uses techniques such as
sponsoring informational programs,
movies, skits, debates, petition
drives, and speakers to educate and
raise the level of awareness of people
see JUSTICE page 3

Spasmobile!

BG News Photos/Patrick Sander
In preparation for the Mardi Gras celebration this weekend, sponsored by UAO. the Spasmobile can be seen covering the campus
announcing the times and dates of various planned activities. The foot-powered mobile is manned by volunteer students who w
ork for UAO.

Israel commission lays massacre blame on Sharon
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) - Menachem Begin personally emerged with
few scars from the special inquiry on
the Beirut massacre, but his battered
6-year-old government now must run
a political gauntlet to survival.
The inquiry commission's report,
holding Defense Minister Ariel Sharon "personally responsible" in connection with the massacre and calling
for his resignation, strengthens pressure for early national elections in
Israel.
Prime Minister Begin had let it be

known in the past that he would consider resigning and calling new elections if the commission's findings
were critical of his government or the
army. However, he never said it on
the record, and the National Religious
Party, an important partner in his
ruling coalition, is not anxious for an
early national vote.
The commission's report focused on
Sharon, charging the popular former
general with being responsible for
allowing Lebanese Christian militiamen to enter two Beirut refugee

camps where hundreds of Palestinians were subsequently killed.
The commission criticized Begin,
saying he acted "with indifference''
to the possibility that Palestinians
might be slaughtered as a result of an
Israeli action. But it did not call on
him to resign.
If Sharon does not step down, the
panel said, Begin should dismiss him.
The defense minister, a bulwark of
Begin's enduring popularity with his
right-wing constituency, was resisting resignation, and Begin would not

fire him, Israel radio said.
But a Cabinet source, who would not
be identified, said Sharon had favored
endorsing the commission's recommendations - indicating he was ready
to leave.
The turmoil may take several days
to clear, but the Immediate result of
Tuesday's events was to put Begin
and Sharon in opposition to one of the
hallowed institutions of Israeli democracy - the judicial commission of
inquiry.
The commission's 108-page report,

distilled from 17,000 pages of testimony and documents, was read repeatedly over Israeli radio stations,
and Israel television put on a rare
midafternoon hour-long news special,
giving the findings immediate and
wide impact.
In addition to balancing the pro- and
anti-election pressures and the proand anti-Sharon drives, Begin has to
answer to his own longstanding reputation as an advocate of parliamentary democracy, in which a Cabinet
tainted by misfeasance must be

changed.
By law he could insist on Sharon's
dismissal and reshuffle his Cabinet,
but some observers believe Begin's
sense of honor would require a new
election.
Yigael Yadin, deputy premier in
Begin's first government, said: "I
cannot believe the government will
reject it (the report's recommendations)." Rejecting it would cost the
government its "moral standing, both
externally and internally," said the
now-retired Yadin.

Students to lobby against budget cuts, Solomon law
by Karen Sanditrom
news editor
Governor Richard Celeste's pror>d budget decrease probably will
voted on by the Ohio House of
Representatives this Thursday - and
probably will "fly right through,"
according to Howard Ishiyama, Ohio
Student Association coordinator for
Undergraduate Student Government.

But Ishiyama is not comfortable
with letting the budget trimming,
which may result in cuts up to $40
million in higher education, go
through without a fight and is planning a lobbying strategy which eventually will take him and whoever else
he can round up to the Statehouse in
Columbus.
There, he said, they will "basically
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Valentine cards change with the years
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Valentine's Day is still an affair of the heart for
most romantic greeting senders, but another long-familiar symbol of
sentimentality is lading from the scene, according to an expert on holiday
salutations.

Truckers' strike causes fire arms bill
COLUMBUS (AP) - With more than 100 shooting incidents reported in the
Ohio Independent truckers' strike, a bill is being introduced in the Legislature to stiffen penalties for crimes committed with firearms on the state's
highways.
"I have introduced this bill to put those who are taking pot shots at
travelers on the highways on notice that it will not be tolerated," said Rep.
Otto Beatty Jr., D-Columbu*.
Beatty said he drafted the measure because of violence connected with the
truckers' shutdown. But, he stressed, "This is not an anti-trucker or antiunion bill. It is, however, an attempt to stop the sniping and other acts of
violence which endanger everyone traveling on our highways."
The bill increases the penalty for discharging a firearm on or over a
highway from a fourth-degree misdemeanor to a first-degree misdemeanor.
The maximum sentence would increase from a $250 fine and a 304ay jail
sentence to a $1,000 fine and six months in jail.

Weather
Cold today with a high in the mid 30s.
more snow flurries. Low in the mid teens
snow.

with a 30 percent chance of
with 10 percent chance of

try to railroad some congressmen into
talking to us" to try to convince
members of the Ohio Senate that the
University needs all the financial help
it can get.
"It (the budget decrease issue) can
go either way in the Senate,"
Ishiyama said. "It's about a 50-50
chance."
Ishiyama added, though, he is fairly
certain the bill will go through the
House because of the larger number
of democrats there.
He explained the Senate is about
even in members of each political
party.

"I THINK it's about 17 Democrats to
16 Republicans," Ishiyama said, and
added that, for this reason, he thinks
students and members of OSA might
have a chance at getting senators to
vote against the bill.
Ishiyama also will propel a letterwriting campaign from university
students to senators to make the interests of education known. He added
that a large part of the strategy will
be concentrated on Senator William
Bowen, D-Cincinnati, chairman of the
Finance Committee.
"What's potentially good (about
targeting efforts toward Bowen) is he
represents the area that UC (Univer-

sity of Cincinnati) is in," Ishiyama
said, adding there is potential for
change if UC students "get their stuff
together."
Lobbying efforts, he said, should be
targeted to "places where it's going to
do some good," and said even writing
letters to book companies to make
them realize what education cuts will
do might help.
BUT ISHIYAMA said he realizes be is
fighting a strong opponent on this
issue.
"If we could take a busload of kids
down to the Statehouse and say 'look,
we can afford $40 for this trip (to
Columbus) but we can't afford any

more cuts '...." he said, but added
there is not enough time to organize a
larger group to go down.
However, Vice President of University Relations Richard Edwards said,
on the administrative level, no lobbying efforts are being made.
There are no lobbying efforts by
the University to block the governor's
efforts to balance the budget," Edwards said. "We realize that Governor Celeste has a big problem on his
hands, and we're trying to work with
legislators."
Edwards said, because of Ohio's
financial situation, "student influence
see LOBBYING page 5

Lawyers find code questionable
Editor's note: This Is the second In
a four-part series dealing with revisions of the student legal code.
by June Remley
staff reporter
Concern over the legality of proposed student code revisions may
or may not be unfounded, according to four local attorneys.
The revision of Section HI.B.
extends University authority off
campus.
Attorney Robert Maurer interpreted this revision as a University
comment on off-campus student
""Evidently, they're (University
administration) assuming throughout this program that the local law
enforcement and court system
aren't doing their job, because they
want to add sanctions," Maurer
said.
"I have a problem with a person
staying at home with his parents or
living and working and going to
school at night, and being dlsd-

plined by (both) the University and
the state systems/' he said.
Wood County Public Defender
Adrian Cimerman raised the possibility of a "double jeopardy" argument, because by law an individual
may not be punished twice for the
same offense. The revised code has
no provisions to prevent University
duplication of general law.
"THEY ARE basically saying 'We
can and we will duplicate," Cimerman said.
Section rv.B.2.b. uses the phrase
"violation of any offense," rather
than "arrest and conviction for any
offense" - the old wording. This
new wording does not consider the
policeman's role in an arrest or a
student's charge of entrapment,
according to Cimerman.
"AU they have to do is show a
violation, rather than an arrest and
conviction," Cimerman said.
"Conviction standards are much
higher."
Section IV.B.S.c, concerning dis-

orderly conduct, lacks specific
standards of conduct, according to
Cimerman.
"If somebody bit you and you
started to scream, and somebody
found it offensive, they could say
you were negligent."

(

Student «T

J Code )
However, disorderly conduct
sections often are vague and,
therefore, are often attacked, he
said.
Disorderly conduct provisions
often are criticized for limiting
freedom of speech, Attorney Drew
Hannasaid.
HOWEVER, "the necessity for
some control of public decorum
outweighs freedom of speech," he
said. "I don't feel that section

violates the First Amendment. It's
fairly specific."
Section V.D., concerning summary suspension, defines the University Appeals Board as a "factfinding body" and gives the president the right to accept or reject
the board's findings.
The section previously required
that a student's behavior present a
"clear and immediate" threat to
persons or property. Now the presitain people within organizations,
and they have the right to exercise
those powers."
the University has taken a step
backward In terms of individual
rights, according to Maurer.
^Maybe the University Is trying
to tell the student something/' he
said. "Maybe they're trying to let
them know that it certainly must
be a privilege attending the University, when the student has less
rights than the individual walking
the streets. That's what they told
you."
see CODE page 4
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Parking lot unsafe
needs more lighting
There is a place on campus that offers students a
place to park their cars, view the stars, and
possibly be assaulted.
The "place," known as the Offenhauer parking lot
is undoubtedly one of the worst lit spots on campus.
Yet, hundreds of students who live in nearby offcampus housing walk the route from their apartment to campus daily - and nightly -alone.
While the News acknowledges the existence of the
Commuter Off-Campus Organization's student escort service, this service is only available during
certain hours of the night, and is not available at all
on weekends. This means that students who return
home alone after midnight during the week, or walk
to campus on a weekend night must cross several
acres of dimly lit pavement.
The News realizes that this is a time of tight
budgets. However, we think the potential danger
which could be encountered while making the trek
to and from campus warrants spending additional
University funds on lighting.
The tennis courts near the ice arena have lights.
The basketball courts by Conklin have lights. Yet,
the Offenhauer lot, and those who travel it continue
to be "kept in the dark."
The News urges the administration to look into
the lighting of this area, and by doing so, strengthen
the safety of its students.

Ohio congressman
seeks defense jobs
Freshman Congressman John KaKasich said be will press for more
sich is Ohio's only voice on the House defense spending for Ohio, but said,
Armed Services Committee, but he "It isn't going to happen overnight."
The Pentagon's projection of 1964
says he intends to make himself
heard.
spending for major weapons systems
said Ohio companies are prime contractors on 10 weapons systems budgeted at more than $10 billion.
The biggest prime contractors in
Ohio for aefense work are General
By ROBERT L SHAFFER
Dynamics Corp., which Is producing
M-l tanks at Luna; Rockwell International, whose Columbus plant is gearKasich, a Republican from Wester- ing up to help make B-l bombers: and
ville, quizzed Defense Secretary Cas- General Electric Corp., whose Evenpar Weinberger at a hearing about the dale plant is prime contractor for
Midwest's share of defense dollars.
engines for the B-l and three other
The Northeast-Midwest Congressio- military aircraft.
The Defense Department is asking
nal Coalition issued a federal budget
analysis showing that the share of for $1.6 billion for the M-l tank prodefense spending in Ohio and the gram in 1964, down from $1.9 billion in
Midwest is declining while the Sun
Belt's share is rising.
The B-l program is budgeted at $5.6
billion in fiscal 1964, compared to $3.9
Defense spending in Ohio totaled billion in 1963.
GE spokesmen were unable to say
$3.3 billion, or $309 per person, in
fiscal 1962 but dropped to $2.9 billion, immediately how much of the 1964
or $272 per person, in 1963, the coali- spending for the B-l or other military
tion said.
aircraft would go to the Evendale
Per capita expenditures by the De- plant.
fense Department in the South and
The prime contract figures do not
West increased from $496 to $738.
give a true picture of defense spend"I am committed to being part of a ing since the state has thousands of
program to make this Congress and sub-contractors making parts for
the administration aware of the fact prime contractors in other states and
that Ohio and the Midwest are not Ohio prime contractors distribute
[ their fair share," Kasich said work to subcontractors in other
states.
GE's Evendale plant also makes
Weinberger said there were 232,000 engines for the Lockeed C5-B Galaxy,
defense-related Jobs in Ohio in 1962; KC-10A tanker and KC-135 tanker.
Rockwell's Columbus plant is prime
that this would increase to 244,000 in
1963; and that if his 1964 budget is contractor for the Laser Hellfire sysapproved, the number will increase to tem, a missile guidance system for
AH-64 attack helicopters. The Laser
"His argument is, 'You are doing system is budgeted at $238.1 million in
better now.' We may be doing better
but we're not doing as well as we
Robert L. Shaffer is a political
should be," Kasich said.
analyst tor the Associated Press.
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Correction

Three stories in the February 8
lame of BG News - "Gripes
code change" by Tom
«srecogby Scott Carpenter; and
"Freeze gives hope for the future"

by Richard L. Paris — were not
printed in the manner in which
they should have been. The mistakes were caused by problems
occuring in tbe final phase of production. The News regrets the er-
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riously because it can make or break
him. It has almost broken Ronald
Re ujan. whose theories are still held
in derision by the "practical" men of
both parties. Yet those who count
know that all programs of action need
a frame of thought and that good
policy-making depends on hammering out a workable theory.
It has been decades since any economic theory has proved its pretensions or deserved our trust. Liberal
Keynes-ism, which rode high from
FDR through Nixon, was responsible
for staggering public expenditures
and helpless to deal with inflation.
Monetarism is less swaggering than it
used to be because it is snort on
results. Free market economics
staged a comeback but it is better on
attack than defense, and the "unseen
hand" is no substitute for governing.
Supply-side economics came on with
high promise and left devastation in
its wake.
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the future and suffocate the economy.
The "Reagan revolution," whatever
its failures, will in this sense not be
repealed.
Future economic strategies will
have to deal with "structural*' built-in
commitments which are obstacles to
investment, growth and productivity.
This applies not only to various pension funds but to industries suffc
from a technological lag, like _
and to the cultural and educate
lag Involved in massive minority unemployment.
Keynes-ism. with all its blind spots.
is not through. The current budget
deficits are not the end of the world.
Even Reagan's liberal opponents now
grudgingly welcome the federal deficit for its possible stimulative effect.
The dangers of inflation continue but
they are secondary.

Tbe trouble with all past and present economic theories baa been their
single-mlndedness. This is true of the
monetarists, the Keynesians, tbe
Marxists, the free-market and supplyside theorists. Policy has to be managed their way, or else. But this isn't
how life is lived. In our everyday lives
we try to maintain polar pulls in a
suspended equilibrium In economics
we now see that we must cut budgets
and stimulate the economy, fight inflation and reduce unemployment
sharply.
In the neat world of tbe economists
this may seem unthinkable, but in the
real world we do it all the time.
Tbe inwrning economists must
think and practice the unthinkable. If
they do. Key will be following the
physical scientists who study the nature of matter and the cosmos. In
explaining an electron they found that
they could see it either as a wave or a

particle, that both are true - and also
complementary to each other. There
will be a generation of economists
who will ssk why this shouldn't apply
to keeping inflation down and achieving a high growth rate.
The economy seems to act like a
mechanism, but it Is more truly an
organism. Its sickness and health are
those of an organism, Including Its
mind and psyche, its fears and expectations. Like the holistic approach to
health, economics is becoming a more
subjective discipline than it was,
based on the interaction between the
unique *"""■» brain and tbe gritty
facts of life. Man Is a thinking reed and economic man, studying the present trends and looking ahead to the
crouching future, is no exception.
lias Lemer's columns are distributed and copywrtted by tbe Los Angeles Times syndicate.

Yet there are signs that a new
economics may be emerging, although it has not yet taken shape and
has no name and no professional
economist - no Keynes, Galbraith,
Friedman. Hayek, Latter - to sponsor, or defend or even define it.
I venture some aspects of it that are
beginning to get clear.
Full employment will remain an
unattainable ideal, but economics
cannot cast a cold eve on mass unemployment which deteats human purposes. Adam Smith and David
Ricardo, writing in 18th and 19th
century Britian, didn't mandate hardness of heart toward the end of 20thcentury America.
The era of massive "entitlements"
and income transfers as a way of
expanding the economy is over for
good. Its net effect was to mortgage

LETTERS*
Campus Police dept. not
an effective deterrent
I love Campus Safety and Security!
I'm never worried about drinking on
campus when the cool Campus Security is around. Maybe a small fine or a
few comforting words of advice may
result if I'm apprehended. I still have
a clean recond for my future employers. So, what the hell, Give me another beer. ..!!!
Unfortunately, many students easily exist with this attitude on campus.
Why not? As long as Campus Security
remains so Ineffective as a deterrent,
students will continue abusing their
alcohol privileges on campus. My
purpose for writing this letter is not to
degrade Campus Security, but to suggest the replacement of Campus Security with the Bowling Green police
department. I feel that the city police
would be a more effective deterrent
on the students.
The students that attend the University for an education will find no
disadvantages by this change. Yet, of
course, the insensitive "party student" would encounter an obstacle.
That would not be the typical "slap on
the wrist" of Standards and Procedures, but a possible police record.
Surprisingly, this record might be
helpful for these "party students"
that are having difficulties with their
priorities at college. I know what
priority trouble is like. Last year, I
entered mine in a circus. Luckily, I
was able to fit some priority into my
college education this year.
Campus Security enables students
to be lenient with their actions while
drinking on campus. Walking around
with an open container might seem
comfortable on campus, but when
students begin drifting this action off
campus, problems arise. For many
students, college is their home away
from home. As we all know, the home
is where discipline is needed most.
Let's consider helping ourselves by
replacing the obsolete Campus Security with a law enforcing police department. Maybe this will help some
student direct bis priorities to an
education.
Slav. Duffy
1450 E. Wooitar St, Apt. SS
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Economics ignores political reality

BSCM voices support
for Legal Services
The Black Student Union would like
to take this opportunity to formally
support Legal Services at the University. We are proud to take part in
perhaps the biggest project for student needs since the Student Recreation Center. Furthermore, we are
also proud to be a part of tbe first
legal service insurance established at
a university in the state of Ohio.
It is accomplishments like this that
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draw good publicity for the University, and ultimately attract students
(especially black students), to study
at the University.
C Legal Services has been a major
roblem for black students at the
niversity since the early 1970s when
a significant number of blacks started
to attend the University. Because of
racism in the community here, blacks
tend to be confronted with legal problems more than any other group.
It was the Black Student Union that
initiated the movement for changes in
the campus police department. BSU
became involved after a Judge found
that members of the campus police
force engaged in illegal conduct in
gathering and presenting evidence in
the Paul Moody trial. The result of the
change is the existing Campus Safety
and Security.
Tbe most well-known legal case in
the black community here in Bowling
Green, that still haunts many blacks
today was the Paul Moody case.
Where Moody was found to be guilty
for allegedly raping a young lady here
at the University-This case brought
about tremendous publicity and attracted statewide attention.
For many years now the Black
Student Union has been faced again
and again with cases where blacks
were unjustly accused of a crime.
Most blacks have barely enough
money to cover school expenses and
find themselves backed into a corner
every time tliey face a legal problem.
In the past we have had no one to give
us much-needed legal advice. Blacks
have been forced to go to the overloaded, and overworked public defender expecting sound legal advice.
What I am suggesting is that the
proposed Legal Services Office will
not remedy all of our legal problems,
but it's a great start.
However, tbe proposal must be
passed by the Board of Trustees.
Therefore, we are asking for students
to come out to the Board of Trustees
meeting in mass numbers. The meeting wufbe held this Friday at 10 ajn.
In the Assembly Room of Mcfall Center. And If you haven't already signed
a petition, they may be found at 405
Student Services Building.
The Black Student Union is proud to
say STUDENTS STAND UP FOR

LEGAL SERVICES AT BOWLING
GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY.
►*,Boy*.
Urn
Vlc» President BSU

Womens Basketball
worth supporting
Congratulations are in order for tbe
University's women's basketball
team for an exceptional game against
Central Michigan, as they overcame
the previously undefeated Chippewas
last Wednesday night. Not only did
their teamwork assist them to an
impressive victory, but it was also
evident that the women's team has
the qualities to become the MAC
CHAMPS for 1963! We believe they
can win it, and wish them the best of
luck in attaining this goal. We're
behind the women's basketball team
all the way and encourage others to
join us!
BQSU women's volntyball Mm

Cedar Point Jobs
provide pleasure)
As we all know, looking for a summer job Is a very frustrating and
By thinking ahead and starting the
job search now, you may have a job
when classes are over In May.
On Feb. 16 and 17 interviews will be
conducted to fill 3,500 seasonal positions at Cedar Point
As past employees of Cedar Point
we have found it to be a good learning
experience, especially in dealing with
co-workers and the public. It also
affords the opportunity to work and
socialize with students from other
colleges and universities. Working at
Cedar Point is hard work, but tbe
activities - intramural sports, beach
Olympics, dances with live bands,
movies, etc - make it all worthwhile.
Employees live right on the premises
and are entitled to such benefits as
free use of the beach and free admission to the park.
No job Is all fun and games, how-

®®^,KSa-H

ever, If you're tired of another ordinary summer job, come to Cedar
Point where you can live, work and
piss sll —rainsi ailth ntul—U from
all across the country.
Applications are available at the
Student Employment Office. Any
questions should be directed to Rick
Reeder at 352-2000 or Terry Wakefield
at 372-1539.
Rick Reeder
Terry Wakefield
Cedar Point Campus Representatives

Athens resturant owner
Impressed with students
I am the owner of a restaurant in
downtown Athens, Ohio. This past
weekend, many of your students were
in Athens for the basketball game and
quite a few of them ate in my restaurant
I was very impressed with tbe behavior of these young people from
your school. They were all kind, considerate and well-mannered. It seems
that all we read about are tbe problems that some students cause and I
wanted to take this opportunity to
give some well-deserved praise.
Your team represented your school
very well on the basketball court, and
in my opinion, your student body
represented your school equally well
in the community. You can be very
proud of these young people.
James E. Evans
Athens, Ohio
RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page Is tbe
forum for comments rearticles In The News or
Issues concerning the
University and its community.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
M0 words.
AuuICAV yOUT COfTafTMtlU to.

Editor
The BG News
IN University Hall
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Academic affairs office distributes Reams award applications
by Stephen Wynalda
reporter

The Office of Academic Affairs
yesterday began distributing applications for an award which, according
to Dr. Gerald Rigby, director of the
Criminal Justice Department, is the
"most prestigious award" at the University - the Frazier Reams Public
Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship.
Rigby is one of four members of the
selection committee who will choose a
maximum of five juniors pursuing
careers in the public service area,

and have a grade point average of 3.2
or above.
The recipients will receive $1,000 to
use as they see fit.
Rigby said the Reams fellowship is
designed to single out dedicated and
"I look forward to this every year,"
he said, because be gets to meet
"special people who are committed to
public service."
The fellowship was established in
memory of Frazier Reams, Sr., who
was a broadcaster, a member of

congress, and a trustee of the University.
The awards are funded from the
interest of a $105,000 gift from the
Reams family, said Richard Edwards, vice president of University
Relations, and one of the permanent
members of the committee.
APPLICANTS SHOULD have their
applications, five letters of recommendation, and support materials
submitted to Academic Affairs by
March 25. From there, Rigby, Edwards, Dr. James Wilcoz, chair of the
interpersonal and public communica-

tions department, a rotating faculty
member, and a member of the Reams
family will select from these applicants who they will interview personally. The rotating faculty member
this year is Dr. Larry Jankowski,
assistant professor of journalism.
This committee, minus the Reams
family member, will interview the
final applicants and then make their
selections.
According to Shirley Sevigny, administrative secretary for the committee, the committee has awarded 34
students this fellowship over the past
nine years. This year marks the 10th

anniversary, she said.
However, this year, Sevigny said
they are going to have a dinner instead of a luncheon and are inviting
all the former recipients to pay tribute to this year's fellows.
ROGER LOWE, a 1978 recipient, said
be thinks many students don't apply
because they don't believe they have
a chance. He said these people may be
surprised.
Wilcox who is chairman for the
committee explains it differently.
They are looking for involved and
confident people who are aware of the

community around them.
"These people get the word," he
said.
Sevigny suggested some guidelines
for applicants to follow:
She said students applying should
remember the personal essay within
the application should be treated as
professionally as a job interview.
They are looking for outstanding
individuals who can reflect this in
writing and oral skills, Rigby said. He
added it is important to understand
why you consider your field a public
service.

Celeste asks for interest payment relief
WASHINGTON (AP) - Ohio Gov.
Richard Celeste yesterday asked a
congressional subcommittee for relief
from interest charges on the state's
huge unemployment fund debt
In a letter introduced at a hearing
on unemployment compensation legislation, Celeste urged support of a
measure that would waive interest
payments retroactively on federal
loans to states from the unemployment compensation trust fund.
"This relief... Is critical in allowing states to get back on the road to

Justice

■ . . from Page 1
to the problems of the world around
them. This is a main goal of the group,
Szittai said.
"People at the University tend to
build and live only in a world inside
the University," he said. "They are

recovery without placing an undue
burden on the backs of those who are
unemployed through no fault of their
own,'' Celeste saidT
Aa of Feb. 3, the state's unemployment fund debt totaled $1.8 billion, the
governor said.
Since April 1,1982. when the federal
Sovemment started charging states
0 percent interest on the loans, Ohio
has borrowed $835 million. The interest charges come to more than II
million a week. Celeste told the Ways
and Means subcommittee on unem-

ployment compensation.
Two Ohio congressmen, Democrats
Dennis Eckart of Lake County and
Mary Rose Oakar of Cleveland, testified before the subcommittee and
urged that states struggling with high
unemployment be given relief from
the interest payments.
States like Ohio "are being asked to
bear an extra financial burden at the
very time their economies are suffering frostbite from the frigid climate of
the current recession," Dakar said.
She urged that the federal govern-

self-centered, concerned only with
studying for the grades that will get
them the good jobs, so they can get
out and make money. Although it's an
easy habit to fall into, they are going
to have a problem when they leave the
security of the University world and

find out that the real world is not like
that."
THE SOCIAL Justice Committee
started about six years ago as a
church group and later became a
University organization. They meet
on Sundays at St. Thomas More Uni-

ment either waive the interest payments for states with persistently
high unemployment or extend the
period for repayment without pen
alty.

Eckart said interest payments
should be forgiven retroactively and
waived at least through 1985. Ohio's
interest charges now are up to $23.6
million, and the total will reach $73
million by Oct. 1, Eckart said.
A Labor Department official told
the hearing the administration is

studying the interest problem but has
taken no position. However the official, assistant secretary for policy,
John Cogan, said under questioning
by Rep. Donald Pease, D-Ohio, that
the interest charges give the states an
incentive "to look at the solvency of
their programs."
He said the problem is largely concentrated in four states - Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Illinois which account for 76 percent of all the
$10 billion in federal loans now outstanding to state unemployment

funds. Those four states also have
among the highest unemployment
rates nationwide.
Celeste said in his letter that Ohio
"is working to bring the unemployment compensation system under
control."
He blamed the debt on three factors: long-term, high unemployment;
annual increases in the weekly benefits paid to unemployed workers, andthe Ohio General Assembly's rein'
tance for years to increase employer
taxes.

versity Parish, 425 Thurstin.
"We keep meeting at the church
because our advisor is Sister Pat
Schnapp," Szittai said. "She keeps us
up on everything and is the heart and
soul of our group."
The group also acts as a resource

center, and Szittai said that anyone
needing current information on the
Middle East, Central America, government defense spending, and other
topics are welcome to utilize the resources in their office at St. Thomas
More, he added.

Szittai said he predicts students will
become more politically involved and
aware in this decade.
"With all the trouble happening in
the Mid East, Central America, and
the arms race, something is going to
happen soon," he said.
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Children s theatre comes to Bowling Green
by Wendy William*
reporter

The Bowling Green Department of
Parks and Recreation and the Black
Swamp Theatre have created the first
children's "Little Theatre," Karen
Mason, director of the program, said
last week.
The first two productions of "Aesop's Fables" and "Snow White and
the Seven Drawfs of the Black For-

est" will be presented April 16 and 17.
Mason said she sot the idea for a
children's theatre when she directed a
children's theatre for almost two
years in Bellingham, Wash., which
involved approximately 350 children,
Having grown up on similar drama
classes herself, Mason said she feels
these productions offer the children
more than just one afternoon of fun.
Although enjoying the play is important, Mason said it also "reinforces

cooperation among the children to
make it (the play) work."
Mason said there is a "constant
give and take between actors" and
these productions require a great
amount of discipline. She added that
working with a script also helps the
children in developing communication skills, character development,
timing and projection.
SUZY SEIDEL and Susan Sierra,
women from the community, have

given on April 16 and 17 at 2 p.m. for
"Snow White." "Aesop's Fables" will
be shown on the same dates at 3:30
p.m. Both shows are open to the
general public.

volunteered to help Mason with the in the theatre is in line with other area
production of these plays.
children's theaters.
The plays are self-supporting, with
"It does take expenses, and the
a $30 registration fee covering most of public is aware of this," she said.
the expenses. The Black Swamp
Auditions for "Aesop's Fables" beTheatre has donated the use of the gan on Monday, and registration for
Veteran's Memorial building, props "Snow White" will begin today from 4
and lights. They will also help with to 6 p.m., at the Veteran's Memorial
other technical items needed to put on building.
such a production.
Mason said the fee for participating
The final performances will be

Mason says she Is concentrating
mostly on these two productions, but
says possible future productions
would be "A Little Princess," " Pinocchio," and a musical in the summer.

Arsonist torches Cedars-Sanai backrooms

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A bold arsonist is haunting the backrooms and
hallways of Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, setting small, smoky fires
that investigators fear may portend a
larger, deadly blaze.
In the last six weeks, the arsonist
has struck 13 times, sometimes while
firefighters were dousing flames in
another section of the hospital, where
such Hollywood celebrities as Johnny

Carson and Elizabeth Taylor and the
late Henry Fonda have gone for treatment.
The hospital routine goes on, altered only by increased security, negotiations on voluntary lie detector
tests for employees and the occasional wail of a siren.
No one has been injured by the
fires, which have caused several thousand dollars worth of damage, mostly

from water, Virginia Bohannon, hospital spokeswoman said.
So far all of the fires have been
fairly small," Ed Reed, fire inspector, said. "But a misstep somewhere
along the line and this person could
easily be responsible for death ... or
injury."
The four most recent fires all were
started last Sunday. Typically they
broke out in restrooms, locker rooms

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

"Between six and seven individuals
are considered prime suspects,"
Reed said. "They are both present
and past employees."
Investigators believe the arsonist

intends to harass, rather than burn
down the sprawling, 6-year-old medical center, Reed said.
"It appears to be some sort of spite,
anger or somebody1 trying to get back
(at the hospital), ' Reed said. "We
don't have a motive, anything we can
pin it on."

Doubt about motive has hindered
efforts to narrow down the number of

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
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ident may summarily suspend a student when he
feels it necessary, according to Cimerman.
"That's such a lowering
of standards, it's unbelievable," he said.
"The presumption is that
the president can be fair

and impartial," an attorney, who asked to remain
anonymous, said.
Hanna said there is a
need for summary suspensions in some situations.
He used an arsonist as an
example of a person who
would be summarily suspended. An arrest might

"THE PRESIDENT might
compromise that person's
rights to protect the University community,"
Hanna said. "In that situa-

"It seems that if he (the
president) received recommendations (from the
board)... he would be
hard-pressed to ignore
them, Hanna said.
Drafters of the revision

Preferred Properties Co.
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835 High St. - Rental Office Phone 352-9378
Located at New Cherrywood Health Soe
Apartment Complexes
9:00 ■ 4:30 Monday - Friday
Haven House- '535/mo.
.Piedmqntjtl) fr High Sl-J215ijw>.. .
Buchwood Plqce-650 Sixth St- '400/mo
Meadowlark-818 Seventh St - '400/mo.
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo.
Small Bldgs.-Manville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo.
HOUSES
Features:
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
IVlbaTth
1 bedroom • carpeted and furnished
Cablevision available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays

proudly presents

Our New Executive Council

Assistant Treasurer.
Eminent Recorder
Eminent
Correspondent

should clearly define
whether the board makes
recommendations on the
offense committed or on
the president's actions, he
said. The student also
should have the right to
make the board's recommendations public.
"You may as well not
have a hearing or recommendations because the
president... can do whatever he wants to do,"
Maurer said. "That, I
think, is a violation of individual and constitutional
freedoms."
"Maybe they're trying to
let them know that it certainly must be a privilege
attending the University,
when the student has less
rights than the individual
walking the streets.

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
President
Vice presidentinternal affairs
Vice president
membership
Treasurer

"Generally they use cover of darkness and avoid people all together.
This really is different in that respect," he said. Reed said investigators have a personality profile in
mind, but he would not release it.

tion you might want to act
more quickly than you
would normally."
Hanna said there is always a chance that such
power will be abused.
"But you would hope the
person exercising this
power to summarily dismiss a student would do so
in good faith," Hanna said.
"If the person does that, to
me, that's the important
thing."
Hanna added that the
Appeals Board guards
against abuse of the provi-

not eliminate the threat to
the University, since the
arsonist could be released
on his own recognizance.

• Reasonable Rates
• Professional Quality on the
Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

suspects. Reed said the bold acts of
arson at the very time firefighters are
in the hospital is not typical of arsonists.

"I Code

in conjunction with
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and storage rooms in lightly used
areas of the 958-bed hospital, located
on the city's fashionable west side just
outside Beverly Hills.
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Thanks for a job well done by our
former executive council $A
Congratulations to the New Sigma Alpha Epsilon
activities:
Todd Crawford
Fred Koury
Lee Johnson
Dan Neiding
Rob Newman
Sonny Tobias
Jeff Keene
We are proud to present our newest pledge class:
Jeff Anderson
Skip Scott
Matt Claus
Mike Sherlock
Scott Conlon
TomSkarlinsky
Bill Davis
Henry Spieker
Pat McGreal
Roger Stewart
Rich Pohle
Lane Williamson
Mike Roof
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THETA CHI
PROUDLY
PRESENTS THEIR
SPRING SEMESTER
PLEDGE CLASS
CHRIS GILLES
BLAKE CUSHNIC
RODD ANDREWS
JEFF HOLTH
JEFF MULLET
BILL HIGHAM
JIM GERBUS

PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. 731 HIGH ST.
820 8th St.
840 8th St.
Open M-F 9-4:30

Open Sat 12-4

ROM LEASING FOR SUMMER I FILL 1983
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carpeted
•Food Watte Disposal*Bath and 1/2
•Gas Heat-Landlord Pays
•Gas Hot Water-Landlord Pays
•Gas Range-Landlord Pays
* "RESIDENT PAYS ELECTRIC (light only)***

SCOTT SINKULA
ALEX CARNEY
DAVID DRURY
STEVE BAHR
ERIC MELKERSON
CHIP RADER
STEVE DIVER

•Cablevision Available 'Patios and Balconies
'Large Closet Space 'Soundproofing
•9 or 12 Month Lease 'Plenty of Ample Parking
'Laundry Facilities In Buildings

CRERRVWOOB HEULTH Sf A
Complete Facilities for men end women
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool
'Indoor Heated Pool
•Metes Sauna
•Sun Lamps
•Shower Massage
'Newly Built
•Complete Exersiee Equipment

AND WOULD LIKE TO
CONGRAT ULATE THEIR
NEW ACTIVES:

VINCE McNARY
RICKEY HUCKABEE
BRAIN NAU
CRAIG KAMEN
TERRY NOONAN
KEITH KNOPEL
ALLEN
STARR
X
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0»h»r Rentals
Houses, efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished It Unfurnished

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOD SPA
'Professionally qualified Instructors and staff
'Outside Recreation
•LoungeVSnsck Bar
Only $375.00/month
Ph.* 352-9378
Rental Office: 835 High St.
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In Review

'Oedipus in Wonderland' neither
a Greek nor University classic
by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter
If you are looking for some out-of-theordinary entertainment this weekend,
you need not look further than University Hall. At 8 p.m. Thursday night the
stage of the main auditorium will host
the fourth showing of the University
Theatre Department's "Oedipus In
Wonderland."
The show, which has nothing to do
with "Oedipus Rex" or "Alice in
Wonderland," was produced as an
experiment in theatrical techniques such as producing a play by committee - by University students who also
make up the cast.

BG News Photo/Jerry Cattaneo
Sieve Gamble, a senior English major, ends the the first act of 'Oedipus In Wonderland' by passing the threshold
of independence and saying goodbyto childhood. The play will run this weekend. Feb. 9-12.

The intent of the show is mind-boggling, as is the performance. The
story lines of this series of one-act,
dramatic skits stumbles and stutters
as though trying to give the answers
to life in a two-hour ensemble of
problems faced by college students.
Dr. David Addington, the group

facilitator for the production and a
professor in the theatre deparment,
said the show attempts to answer the
question "what effect do man's
knowledge and discoveries have on
the current population of college students?"
The play seems to avoid answering
this question, and instead restates it
over and over again, perhaps symbolizing that there is no answer.
"Oedipus" presents some enlightening alternate angles with which to
view many situations. It's dipiction of
religion is exceptionally bright and
stimulates deep thought in the minds
of the audience. When the subjects of
suicide and death are looked at, however, the story loses purpose and
direction.
"Oedipus" also looks deeply and
effectivly into the new experience of
dorm living faced by college freshmen. The frustration, emptiness and
sense of entrapment that many new
students experienced are presented in
a realistic mode that connects sense
dealing with such topics as teen-aged

Lobbying
. .. from Page 1
"The reality is that the
cuts are going to come
down on the students'
heads," he said. "Eventually, it's going to cut into
academia.
Ishiyama also has longrange goals campaigning

against what is known as
the "Solomon Amendment," which requires
schools to withhold financial aid from students not
registered through Selective Services.
Ishiyama is recommending that USG join a na-

tional organization called
United States Student As-

$1.50
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JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY OF
LIVING UNITS FROM APARTMENTS TO
HOUSES, SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE

SEE US FOR YOUR 1983-1984
HOUSING NEEDS
TALK TO OUR SATISFIED TENANTS
ABOUT OUR DEPENDABILITY!
DEPENDABLE
SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE YOU CAN
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"Oedipus" will be showing at 8 p.m.
on Thursday and Friday and a matinee will be performed at 3 p.m. Saturday. Student tickets are $1.50.

CELEBRATE
Our
ANNIVERSARY

E. Wooster - Houses for 5/8 Students
E. Merry Houses for 4/5 Students
E. Merry - Apts. for 3/4 Students
1 Bedroom House & Apartments 12 month lease starting summer
Efficiency Apts. - long or short term leases

SPECIAL1,

, A few of the dialogues, especially
one that harps on the mixed emotions
felt by parents as they watch their
children growing up, misses it's mark
as it gets lost in a fog of cliches and
hoaxy melodrama.
As a whole, "Oedipus In Wonderland" leaves one asking more questions about life than when entering the
theatre. Many of the component
scenes that make up the whole, however, offer deep analysis and broadminded views of some difficult situations. It is these few insightful bits of
alternate thinking that make "Oedipus In Wonderland" worth seeing.

THIS WEEK...
over the Solomon Amendment.

CARTY RENTALS

11 AM - 4 PM

[EVERYDAY

sociation, which he said he
thinks will have influence

pregnancy and anorexia nervosa.
The play stays on track and moves
smoothly from topic to topic for most
of the production, but strays aimlessly from time to time when the lighthearted attitude becomes too serious.

$
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Levi's denim jeans
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-.Save 25% on Levi's straight leg jeans in sizes for young men!

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
319 E. Wooster
OFFICE HOURS (0FFICE CL°SE TO CAMPUS) CALL ANYTIME
MON-FRI 8:30-5:30
354-2260 or 352-6553
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HPER's Beard leads summer China cycle trip
by Jennifer Werhaaa
reporter

country side. On a bicycle
you get to feel a country.
Vou get the sounds and the
odors. You get wet in the
same rain they get wet in,"
Beard said.
Beard, who has led five
European trips, said he is
excited about leading the
tour and visiting China.
"I get pumped up over
the whole thing. I could
leave in half an hour."
"I've always looked at
China as that mystical adventurous area that had
always been out of the
question," Beard said.

There ia no better way to
see a place than by bicycling, Robert Beard, assistant prof essor of the school
of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, says.
Beard will lead a Bday
bicycle tour of the People's
Republic of China starting
on July 13. Cyclers will be
seeing such places as the
Great Wall and the Forbidden City.
"It's an opportunity to
see it (the country) at a
slow enough pace to get the
flavor of the people and the

Send rte Oneft)
Foil iove
A Valentine
Message

CYCLISTS WILL be stay-

ing in hotels Instead of
camping. With the exception of excursions, be said
only 13 of the a days are
spent bicycling. There will
be one van for people who
do not wish to cycle and a
second van will be used to
haul luggage and extra
C, Beard" said "I may
this. Instead of the
spartan approach, and
leave my tent at home. I
doubt that, but it's a possibility," be said.
Beard said students desiring independent study
credit for the trip should
arrange it with the desired
department, before the

trip. He said the school of
HPER will give credit.
In his past bicycle tours,
Beard said he found people
are more alike than different. But, he said, "the
tilings I observe mat they
are doing better, 111 try to
bring back." He added be
is proud of the things the
United States is doing better.
Although Beard likes to
travel, be said be would
prefere to live in the
United States.
"I've never gone anywhere where I didn't want
to go back. I've never gone

Annie helps CPR lessons

in the

by Amy Miller

from 9 a m. to 6 p.m. Saturday.

reporter

BG News

Walking past the Delta
Upsilon fraternity house
last Saturday morning, one
might have beard voices
asking, "Annie, Annie, are
you aD right?"
Annie was not suffering
from stage fright before
ber broadway show began.
She was the mannequin
used by the American Red
Cross to teach the life-saving technique cardio-pulminary rescusitation
(CPR).
"The more people who
know it, the better, Nancy
Hunter, Delta Upsilon unit
director, said.
Hunter organized the
CPR session which lasted

Seven members of the
fraternity participated, all
of whom paid $15 of the $21
charged by Red Cross.
The cost included a textbook for each student and
replacement parts for the
Annie. Each Annie is valued at over $1,000.
Chris Goris, the American Red Cross instructor
who taught the course,
said, "Red Cross is out to
educate the public. We'd
like to educate many people in case they're around
where someone collapses."
"THERE ARE thousands
of people each year that

Support the

March
of Dimes
BIRTH MFECTS FOUNDATION

dj)

ASSISTANT

EDITOR

Downtown Detroit reference book
publisher is seeking editorial
candidates to do research and
writing lor our books. Required is a
Bachelor's Degree in English with
training and interest in .
contemporary literature. Also
required are proofreading skills
and typing skills of 35 wpm. Salary
starts at $800/mo. with periodic
increases and a comprehensive
benefit program. Please send
resume, transcripts (if available)
along with literary nonreturnable
college pa per (not poetry or short
story) to:
Publisher
P.O.Box2629Dept.6
Detroit, Ml 48231
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Havbyour message
printed inside a Red
heart in the Friday
February 11 edition
Deadline: Wednesday,
February 9th
106 University Hall
(limited number available)
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have some sort of cardiac
arrest," she said. "But I
know that a few are saved
by the bystanders who
know CPR."
The Bowling Green Red
Cross chapter will teach
classes anywhere on camSius or at the chapter ofice.
"Most of our classes are
set up on weekends or evenings and can be organized
through our secretary,"
Goris said.
In order to receive Red
Cross certification each
student must complete all
phases of training and pass
a test. The training session
begins with an instructional movie which is followed by demonstrations
and practice on the Annie.

Goris had never been to
a fraternity house before
she taught this class. "I
was very leery at first, but
I began to feel at ease,"
she said. "The people are
really nice to work with,"
she added
"I'm interested in elderly people," said Paul
Dauerman, senior gerontology minor. "I think this
will be a valuable asset to
have," he said.
"Sometime, somewhere,
111 run across the need to
use it," said Andy Nickamp, senior management
information systems major. "I'm going to have to
act quickly and save a
life," he said.

anywhere I'd
stay," he said.

want

LAST YEAR Beard was to
lead a bicycle tour in
China, but two people
cancelled out at the last
minute so the trip was
cancelled. Beard said be
was disappointed about the
cancellation.
"I got pretty well
pumped up about going
last year."
Beard said be beard
about the tour through a
slide show and lecture
even by Dan Burden, who
d a tour in China.
After the lecture, Beard

HUNTTNGTON, W.Va.
(AP) - An 8-year-old girl
got a crash course in sex
education recently when
she found the surprise inside her box of Cracker
Jacks.
The girl's relatives say
that instead of a trinket or
some other small prize, the
box of caramel corn contained a pamphlet entitled
"Erotic Sexual Positions
From Around the World."
The family members,
who did not want their
names used, said the girl
bought the candy at a
Huntington supermarket
last Friday.
The child's grandmother

FREE
BOYNE MOUNTAIN

818-822 Second St.
•Two bedroom, four person
•Gas heat & all utilities
furnished except electric
•Laundry, Air Conditioning

•$530 per person per month
Employer
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
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NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
TIRED OF LIVING IN AN APARTMENT
COMPLEX? WE HAVE A SOLUTION FOR YOUI
• 801 Sixth: 2 Bdrm House
• 825 Sixth: 3 Bdrm newly remodeled house
• 315 S. Main: 3 Bdrm duplex, large rooms
• 315tt S. Mam: 2 Bdrm Duplex
• 319 S. Mam: 2 Bdrm Duplex
• 311*. S. Main: NEW 2 Bdrm large apartment!
• 328*a, 332H, 336M S. Main: 3 Bdrm reasonable rates
• 203 S. Church: 2 Bdrm Duplex, very large
• 322 E. Merry: Large 5 bdrm house
• 0O6H E. Woosten Close to Campus, 2 bdrm duplex
• 234 S. College: Triplex, close to campus
• 243 S. Prospect: 3 bdrm, 1*4 baths, house
• 223 N. Prospect: 1-2 bdrm duplex
• 404 S. College: 2 bdrm house

CALL US FOR YOUR HOUSING NEEDSI
336 S. MJUI

Beard contacted Berden
about doing the tour. Berden contacted the president of the China Passage
tour company, who called
Beard within one and a
half days asking him to
lead the tour, Beard said.
"Good God, how could
this happen," Beard said.
He said he could not believe he was asked to do
the tour after knowing
about it for only two weeks.

when the pamwas discovered. She
recalled the girl saying,
"Wow, look at this!"
A spokeswoman for Borden Inc.. which distributes
the candy nationwide, said
several similar pamphlets
had turned up recently in
Cracker Jacks boxes.
Betty Garrett of the company's Columbus, Ohio, office said officials had
determined the booklets
were put into the boxes
during production in Chicago.
She said pranksters with
"a sick sense of humor"
were responsible.

Roses
are red
Violets
are blue
send her
some flowers
and candy, too

StfOr**^
PRIZES

BG
APARTMENTS

i low *••*«•> ■{

said. "Everybody in the
auditorium wanted to
Jump on their bikes and go
toChlna."

Girl gets sex book
inside Cracker Jacks

WFAL BUTTONS NITE OUT
THRUSDAY FEB 10

SKI TRIP GIVEAWAY
BUSES LEAVE
UNION
CONTESTS
BALLOON DROP

to

352-5620

Roses
are white
Daisies
are yellow
send candy
to your
favorite fellow

The News wants
to remind
all you
romantic fools
out there
that Valentines
Day Is Monday,

Feb. 14th.
Remember to
do
something nice
for someone
who's
nice to you.
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TV movie inspires boy to
donate organs to others Woman, son become 'trash'
KILGORE, Texas (AP) Fifteen-year-old Anthony
Pennineton was so moved
by a television movie last
week that he told his
brother he wanted to donate his organs when be
died to help others live.
Tragically, his wish was
realized a week later.
The youth was struck
and fatally injured by a
pickup truck as he rode his
bicycle on a highway near
this East Texas town Sunday evening.
By Tuesday, his last
wish had helped five patients In three cities. His
heart was transplanted
into a patient in St. Louis.
Two Dallas patients received his kidneys, and his
corneas were donated to
patients in Tyler.
He had learned about
organ transplants Feb. 1
from "Thursday's Child,"
a CBS-TV film about a
young man whose heart
was failing and whose life
was saved by a heart
transplant.
After the movie, Tony
told one of his brothers the
idea of donating organs for
transplant appealed to
him.
"He told one of my other
sons that that was what he
wanted," his father, Rob-

ert Pennington, recalled
Tuesday.
Tony s parents relayed
his desire to doctors at
Medical Center Hospital in
nearby Tyler, where the
boy died yesterday morning.
"We told them to do anything they needed to do,"
Billie Pennington, the
youth's mother, said. "My
husband and I felt that a
part of Tony was continu-

The Penningtons "kind
of came to the nurses in
intensive care and said,
'We want to give his organs
away if he's going to die,'"
Dr. Thomas Lowery, head
of the hospital's donor program, said.
"This family said, 'We
want to give an the organs
we can™ he added, ^e
wanted to actually do the
liver also but the logistics
of getting all that done was
just impossible."
Lowery contacted the
Southwest Organ Bank,
Inc. in Dallas, which
quickly matched Tony's
weight and blood group to
the St. Louis patient.
The heart was rushed by
ambulance to the Tyler

special offer

Carousel
Beauty Shop
$5
HAIRCUTS
30% off PERMS
with coupon
Expires 2/18/83

V ...»,.,« B'Udino Sty»6 AvMWe

NEXUS

3REDKEN

140 EAST WOOSTER
352-0800

airport, where a jet took it
to St. Louis. A helicopter
took the heart to St. Louis
University Hospital, where
the recipient was "prepared for surgery," Lowery said.
The boy's kidneys were
sent to the Dallas organ
bank and were being transplanted into two patients at
Dallas' Methodist Hospital
today, Haid said.

Pennington said his son
had wanted to be a veterinarian and was active in
livestock projects and Future Farmers of America.
"He was working his ag
projects in order to obtain
money to go on to college,"
said Pennington, 48, a former truck driver now involved in oilfield
construction.
The boy, the youngest of
nine children, also was active in Junior Achievement
and played trumpet in the
band at Kilgore High
School, where he was a
sophomore.

SAN DIEGO (AP) - Charlcie Hayes says she spent
her life in comfort, drove a
Cadillac, leased a $950-amonth home in a fashionable San Diego neighborhood and went to the
beauty parlor once a week.
For the past IS months,
however, she and her 42year-old son, Joe, say they

were sleeping in an Oldsmobile with a dead battery, eating day-old
doughnuts and stealing toilet paper from public restroorns.
"We're trash," she says.
But since their story appeared in The San Diego
Union on Sunday, more
than 200 people have con-

tacted the newspaper to
offer money, jobs, bousing,
hot showers, food and
clothing.
They're still mulling job
offers, but on Monday
night, mother and son accepted lodging at a home,
Marjorie Miller, who wrote
the story for the San Diego
Union, said.

Mrs. Hayes, a 83-yearold grandmother lived in
fear of police telling her to
move on because It's illegal to sleep in a car on the
street.
Mrs. Hayes and her son
saved what money they
could for an occasional
fast-food breakfast and for
newspapers, so they could

read the employment ads.
Her problems began
when her husband George
died in June 1978, leaving
her $40,000 and an accounting business she knew
nothing about. She said she
turned over the business
for an income of $194 a
month. Joe then lost his
$45.000-a-year job in automobile manufacturing.

Police hypnosis qualifications under investigation
BATA VIA, Ohio (AP) -The
Sractice of police hypnosis
» help witnesses recall
details of an event has
come under challenge at
the murder trial of Richard Weston.
The prosecution has
called two witnesses who
were hypnotized and questioned by police investigating the 1981 deaths of
fireworks dealer Billy Stevenson and three family
members.

Weston of Brookville,
Ind., is being tried for agSravated murder in the
uly 6, 1981, shooting
deaths in Bethel of Stevenson, his wife, 5-year-old
son and brother-in-law.
At issue in the trial is the
method police used to
question two witnesses
who, while hypnotized,
identified Weston as being
in or near the Stevenson
home the night of the murder.
The larger issue is

CARD
MARATHON
FRIDAY, FEB. 11th
COMMUTER CENTER

whether police are qualified and objective enough
to use hypnosis on witnesses.
Cincinnati psycholo
William Wester, f
for the defense, i
the testimony was invalid

because police asked the
witnesses biased questions
while hypnotized. He contends police use hypnosis
not to objectively obtain
information or help a |
son, but to get "a i
result."

The prosecution responded with testimony
from Martin Reiser, a clinical psychologist with the
Los Angeles police department and founder of the
Investigative Hypnosis
Project.

—CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS Adjacent to Sterfng Milk • Dexters • Dorsey Drugs

WE STILL HAVE A FEW
VACANCIES FOR THE
83-84 SCHOOL YEAR!
2 Bedroom, 4 Person
ALL UTILITIES PAID
EXCEPT ELECTRIC
(heat,a/c,and hot water by gas)
Leases are for 2 semesters or 9 payments

6:00 - ???

Individual leases

$615.00 per person per semester 137.00 per month per semester

CARD PLAYERS GET SPONSERS TO
PLAY PER HOUR. INQUIRE AT
COMMUTER CENTER 2-0360.

MODEL AptB-15

Open Weekdays and Saturdays 11-4 Otherwise by appointment

*****

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
: 352-9302
352-7365 evenings
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TONIGHT
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9th

CHEER ON THE /$ BASKETBALL GAME
BGSU VS. U 01 T
AT

tUTOHS
<v

M &n ®b» & &e t>

CELEBRATE WITH US AFTER THE GAME
WHERE EVERYONE'S A WINNER
BGvs. UT

free admission with a ticket stub or our free pass

\
%

Good for 1-9-83 ONLY

IL

I

874-2254
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ELSEWHERE
Israeli body lays blame in Palestinian massacre
1
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JERUSALEM (AP) - An Israeli judicial commission on the Beirut massacre called for the ouster of Defense
Minister Ariel Sharon yesterday, accusing him of "blunders" that set the
stage for the slaughter of Palestinians.
Hie panel's explosive report, which
also rebuked Prune Minister Menachem Begin, rocked Israel's political
structure and touched off speculation
about early elections - at a time when
U.S. pressure is mounting for new
Israeli concessions toward a Middle
East peace.

I

Begin and his Cabinet met for two
hours yesterday without a decision on
Sharon's status, and scheduled another meeting for Wednesday.
The three-man commission of inquiry said Israeli leaders should have
foreseen that allowing Lebanese militiamen into two Beirut refugee camps
last September was an invitation to
tragedy.
Hundreds of Palestinians were subsequently slain by the militiamen. An
official Lebanese investigation has

II

11

yet to bring any of the killers to
justice.
"No prophetic powers were required to know that concrete danger
of acts of slaughter existed," said the
commission report.
It also called for the resignation of
the head of Israel's military intelligence and condemned the miltary
chief of staff. It accused Begin of
showing "indifference" to the threat
of a massacre in Beirut, but recommended no action against him.
Political uncertainty threatened to
linger for days here as the Cabinet

rarv 0.5 percent increase
in the public utilities excise
tax which could not be
passed on to customers.

ter GOP members failed to
win approval of about two
dozen amemdments, including one that would
have made the tax increase temporary.
Earlier, utility executives went before the
committee to oppose Celeste's request for a tempo-

The companies said it
was discriminatory and
they were trying to determine if it was constitutional.
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Christie's
bandies and Mints^

I'm Summa Cum Laude.
I study for hours.
But Ralph stole my girl
With Fragfflhce n Flowers.

tf WE MAKE OUR
** OWN QUALITY

VALENTINE
CHOCOLATE
CANDIES
VALENTINE
^
PARTY CANDIES W

WE MAIL,
CANDY
2 LOCATIONS
WESTGATE MEADOWS
0
537-9848

Don't be outfoxed this Valentine's Day.
Call your FTD® Florist
The perfect gift for Valentine's Day
is the FTD Fragrance 'n Flowers " Bouquet
Flowers by FTD plus Arpege* by Lanvm. And it's usually
less than $20" Just call or visit your FTD Florist today

Send your love with special

Headed by Rep. William
Hinig, D-New Philadelphia, the committee held a
five-hour session to finish
work on the bill, which is
scheduled for a House floor
vote tomorrow or Thursday.
Celeste proposed increasing the current temporary 50 percent income
tax surcharge to 90 percent
and making it permanent.
Republicans said the
governor inflated the size
of the problem.
Rep. Thomas Johnson,
the ranking GOP member
of the Finance committee,
Sroposed that the existing
) percent surcharge be
temporarily extended
through June 30.
"I think you'll find we
could easily do without the
tax increase and certainly
we're against a permanent
tax increase at this time,"
Johnson, R-New Concord,
said.
Rep. Michael Fox, R-

grappled with the devastating report.
Israel radio broadcast reports that
Sharon was refusing to quit or accept
an alternative Cabinet post. But a
Cabinet source said almost all the 20
ministers, including Sharon, favored
endorsing the findings.
The chairman of Begin's ruling
coalition, Avraham Shapira, said after meeting with Begin, however, that
the prime minister would not demand
Sharon's resignation.
"It's hard for him to do such a
thing," Shapira told reporters. "Anyone who knows the prime minister

Hamilton, recalled that Celeste compared the state's
fiscal problems to a critically ul patient.
"If indeed the patient is
sick as the governor has
described the state then
what he's prescribing is an
overdose," Fox said.
"Sometimes overdoses
have the effect of killing,
not saving, the patient."
Johnson's plan was de
tea ted by the committee.
So was an amendment by
Rep. Jo Ann Davidson, RReynoldsburg, to reduce
the surcharge from 90 percent to 75 percent and
make it temporary.
Celeste's plan for a fourmonth increase in the public utilities excise tax drew
Ore from natural gas and
electric utilities.
Daniel Garey, Columbia
vice president of finance,
said the company is mystified why utilities should be
denied the opportunity to
recover the tax hike from
customers.

knows he is a noble man, and he
respects 'Arik' (Sharon)."
The commission's recommendations are not legally binding, but they
carry such moral weight that no government concerned for its image can
ignore them.
Two parties in Begin's coalition that
Sreviously were against early elecons are now willing to go to the polls
if Begin so wished, their spokesmen
said. They were the National Religious Party and TAMI, an .ethnic

AT
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care.
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382-7313

The opposition Labor Party called
for the resignation of the entire Begin
government but said nothing about
early elections. Despite the commission report, Laborites fear that Begin
would De returned to power by his
supporters, who have never understood why Israel should be blamed for
a massacre of Arabs by Arabs.
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Man strives to save OSCJ telescope
DELAWARE, Ohio (AP) -A Columbus
businessman says he wants to save an
Ohio State University radio telescope
located on land owned by Ohio Wesleyan
University and being sold to Delaware
Golf Club.
The telescope monitors distant space
for signs of extraterrestrial intelligence.

The club wants the four-acre radio site in
order to expand its golf course.
George Foster, board chairman ot
Autech Corp. and Foster Air Data Systems, Inc., said the radio should be
saved if central Ohio is to become a
center of technological development. He
is seeking help to buy the radio complex.

Tootsie jogs through London streets
LONDON (AP) - Actor Dustin Hoffman was seen jogging past bleary-eyed
London commuters in the city's select
Knightsbridge district this week, cultivating a fleetness of foot he just might
need around English actors

"I guess American actors are more
concerned with taking care of their
bodies than English actors. American
actors jog, English actors drink. It's a
tradition, I guess."

Preist may call off rock concert
SCRANTON, Pa. (AP) - A judge will
consider Friday whether a Roman Catholic church center may cancel an Ozzie
Osborne concert because of its objections to the rock star's antics.
Lackawanna County Court Judge
James Munley rejected a motion yesterday for a temporary restraining order
by promoter Tom McKoul

McKoul says the cancellation violates
a contract with the center.
Rev. Richard Czachor, the center's
director, said he called off the concert
after learning of Osbome's "satanical
worship, desecration of a monument and
cruelty to animals."

Falcon
Hockey ififti*

STUDENT PROGRAM BOARD
INVITES YOU TO BECOME INVOLVED

V

party of North African Jews.
The small Moscow-aligned Communist Party, meanwhile, proposed.a
parliamentary no-confidence motion,
to be debated next week.

GLANCE

THE STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
GLENDALE AT
ANTHONY WAYNE
TRAIL
^
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Finance committee passes Celeste tax plan
COLUMBUS (AP) - The
House Finance Committee
yesterday OK'd a 90 percent income tax sought by
Gov. Richard Celeste to
balance state government's budget.
The 15-9 vote was along
party lines with majority
Democrats prevailing af-
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IN PLANNING SPECIAL EVENTS, TOURNAMENTS
AND PUBLICITY AT THE SRC.

MEETING IN THE L.I.F.E. ROOM

WINTHROP TERRACE;

MONDAY FEBRUARY 14, 6:00 p.m.
COME JOIN THE FUN AND TAKE PART IN

APARTMENTS
Are Now Leasing For

THE SPB of the SRC!!!

SUMMER AND FALL
1 and 2 bedroom apartments available.

swimming pool, and all utilities
paid, except electricity
OFFICE HOURS:

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

MON-FRI 9:00-5:00
Sal. or EVENINGS by Appointment

DATE CORRECTION

APRIL 9

)S?Alpha Gamma Delta Welcomes OuHr^J
New Initiates to the Bond:
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

Karen Reese
Kathy Moran
Teresa Nelson
Leanne Baerwaldt
Lauren Moldowsky
Judy Conner
Diana Rogers
Peggy Eberhart
Robin Spasiano
Deb Liebsack
Kim Tupa
Kim Applegarth
Laura Smith
Cathy Sutliff
Julie Freedheim
Patricia Stoll
Thanxfor the terrific scrapbook
and the fantastic paddle!!!

MCAT

Thursday Feb. 10
/

THERE'S STILL
TIME TO PREPARE.
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

^fe*%R
KflPLAI

536 3701

-

For Information About Othar Contort
in Mora Than 10S Major US Cities • Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: MO-223-1712

Friday Feb. 11
2:30-5:30 p.m.
Happy Hours
Falcon Nost, Union
Proof of ago required (19)
'W^'OJT-'

Saturday Feb. 12

UKitteul Ceirtir
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1S38

9-12 p.m.
Cake Walking Joss BAnd
Bring your food coupons
18 year olds welcome

3550 SECOR RD.
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OH.

OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Casino
Oamas
Beverages

8-12 p.m.

Contacts
Food
Live Entertainment

\
)
\

wall decor . jewelry, posters, antiques, candies
linsense, original art, neon, soft sculpture, cards
I silver unicorn fragrance sticks
[world famous electric rainbow herbal tea.
I wo 1 >:i> sale. IhK Fridaj and Saturday

Everything Reduced
Save up to 50%

1

11-6, Mon. thru Sat.
11-8 on Thursdays
Mastercard-Visa-Layawav

Mardi
Gras
1983
Feb. 10,11,12
in the
Union

UP TO 17,000 PLAYERS

For information call 372-2343
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SPORTS,
Falcons' Koester dives his way to the top
by 8teven Qulnn
sports reporter

At seven, senior Phil Koester began
diving before he learned how to swim.
Since then, his accomplishments as a
diver have been unsurpassed by any
other Bowling Green diver - past or
present.
• As a freshman, Koester established himself as BG's number one
diver. He then went on to win the onemeter divine competition in the MidAmerican Conference championship
tournament and second in the threemeter diving, falling three points
short of first place. Consequently
Koester was voted most valuable diver in the tournament.
• Koeater's sophomore year had
him winning the one and three-meter
diving competition in the MAC
championships and, for the second
consecutive year, was named the
tournaments outstanding diver. He
also qualified for the National Collegiate Athletic Association zone diving
competition and then advanced to the
national cfompinnahip tournament.
Koester finished 29th nationally in the
three-meter diving.
• Koester continued to improve in
his junior year. In a BG-hosted MAC
championship tournament he broke
Cooper Pool records in the one and
three-meter with respective scores of
458.9 and 456.1. Again, Koester was
named the MAC'S outstanding diver
and qualified for another NCAA tone
competition. Because of a sinus infection problem, he did not qualify for
the national championships.
DESPITE his tremendous accomBG'« Phil Koester displays hli winning

news service photo

It's Cheryl Tiegs vs. the CCHA
Sports Olustrated's annual
bathing suit issue will be on the
stands this week. This 'Cheryl
Tiegs symposium on how to
economize on using fabric,' has
become Si's largest selling issue in
recent years.
But I am calling for a mandatory
boycott on this campus - until the
editors of that hallowed sports
magazine apologize to the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association.
In the latest issue of SI, a story
appeared in the Scorecard section
dealing with the recent demise of
the Notre Dame hockey program.
Due to recent budget cuts and a
decline in attendance, the Fighting
Irish announced that the school
was dropping out of the CCHA at
the end of this season. The
program will not be dropped
entirely, but hockey will exist only
on a club basis in future years.
The article detailed the reasons
for the lack of financial assistance
to the ND hockey program: an
overzealous committment to
financing the football program, the
reduction in the number of hockey
scholarships offered, and finally,
the dagger in the back of the CCHA
- "it shifted the team (Notre
Dame) from the big-time Western
Collegiate Hockey Association to a
-bus league' in which it didn't have
to fly to away games.
NO, THAT wasn't a printing
error. And it was also no
coincidence that at the time of
printing, Bowling Green -a
member of the 'bus league' - was
acknowledged as the nation's topranked hockey team according to
the WDOM/CHSB media poll.
As the CCHA began its 13th
season back in October, league
officials thought they had finally
succeeded in gaining some respect
in college hockey circles. For
Sirs, the WCHA had dominated
NCAA national finals, but with
the success of such CCHA
members as BG, Northern
Michigan and Michigan State, the

label of 'that other league' was
quickly being eroded.
BG began to set people straight
by appearing in three straight
NCAA chanpionships, beginning
with the 197&-77 season. The
following year, the Falcons
became Ihe first non-WCHA team
to represent the west in the NCAA
final four.
But the false allegations do not
end there. Although newspapers
and periodicals have been tagged
for writing misleading stories - due
to a lack of research and
background facts - SI takes the
cake for a clear example of a
slanted news story.

SIDELINE
by Tom Hisek
Asst. Sports editor

mmmmmmmm
IN 1M1, the CCHA was only a sixmember conference, but the league
suddenly expanded to 11 teams,
while the WCHA suffered a drastic
loss in league membership. The
reason -Michigan State. Michigan
Tech, Michigan and Notre Dame all former members of the WCHA,
defected to make the league the
strongest and most competitive of
the three Division I leagues in the
country.
The label isn't totally incorrect.
Many of the CCHA teams are able
to make road trips by bus - because
of the close proximity of the
member schools. But that only
demonstrates that the four-state
region of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and
Michigan has become a hockey
hotbed, competing easily with the
best the East and West Coasts have
to offer.
The CCHA has been suffering
from a lack of identity for too long.
Two years ago, SI did a feature on
former Wisconsin (a member of
the WCHA) coach Bob Johnson and

his magnificent Badger teams of
the past IS years. It seeemed that
Johnson had coached the Badgers
to 350 victories, before resigning to
take the head coaching job of the
Calgary Flames of the National
Hockey League.
Not doubting that it is a worthy
accomplishment, but the 'bus
league has its share of excellent
coaches. In his first two years, BG
coach Jerry York had a miserable
time, suffering through 44 losses
and the scorn of Falcon fans. It was
no wonder - from 1977-79, BG had
lost only 14 games.
YET, IN his fourth year of
coaching at BG, York has returned
the program to national
prominence. Last year BG
captured the CCHA championship
and was selected to the NCAA
championship field. And this year,
BG has spent almost the entire
season ranked among the nation's
op teams.
And just for good measure, don't
regard the collegiate polls as the
Gospel truth - because both the
WDOM/CHSB media poll and the
WMPL coaches' poll have
demonstrated various amounts of
biased opinion.
The coaches' poll is conducted by
a Michigan radio station, which
lends a favorable amount of
sentiment to WCHA teams. And the
media poll is run by the Mainebased College Hockey Statistics
Bureau, which certainly doesn't
hurt teams on the East Coast.
The CCHA, therefore, has no
shoulder to cry on - it can only
make a name for itself by playing
winning hockey - a feat which it
has surely demonstrated.
So, instead of paying $1.75 to see
a model who has the gall and clear
lack of clothing taste to model
Sear's women's sportswear - how
about pulling out the typewriter and
plunking down just 20 cents - the
cost of a stamp to chastize the
ignorant editors of SI.

plishments, Koester's success did not
come easily.
"I was never really very good until
my sophomore year in high school,
(Pioneer High, Ann Arbor. Mich.) J"
Koester said. "My high school diving
coach (Ben Fairmen) was a real good
motivater who used physics to coach
diving. He set high goals for me - but
realistic ones"
Those must have been some goals.
Koester was a two-time high school
All-American and was in the top five
in the state tournament all three
years in high school.

I'd like to break the MAC records. They have been
standing too long.
- Phil Koester
But what made Koester become
such a good high school diver?
Fairmen said he believes it was because Koester's attitude started to
change.
"He started to listen to coaches
better. He also had other good divers
like Bruce Kimball (who is currently
one of the nation's top divers) to work
with and push him harder," Fairmen
said.
Fairmen gave Koester a great deal
of credit for Pioneer becoming the
state champion in swimming during
Koester's sophomore year.
"HE WAS so pumped in the preliminaries that the rest of the team got
motivated for the finals," Fairmen
said. "He was a real hard worker, and
would never give up. He got us
through some rough spots."

owns the team, no question. We had
an honest difference of opinion."
Ferchill said he would decide soon
whether to continue his effort to buy
the team.
The trade of Edwards was
prompted largely by a cash-flow problem that spurred rumors Stepien
would be unable to meet his Feb. 15
payroll. Stepien, who owns Clevelandbased Nationwide Advertising, denied
he would have had such a problem but
said the trade aided his short-term
cash problems.

Ferraro hospitalized
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleveland
Indians' Manager Mike Ferraro will
undergo surgery today for the removafof his left kidney because doctors in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,

discovered a small tumor yesterday,
the American League team said.
"They don't know if it's cancerous," said Indians' spokesman Bob
DiBiasio. "It's smaller than they origERY will be performed
Dr. Paul Toed at Holy Cross
&
Jospital in Fort Lauderdale, Ferraro's hometown.
"The necessity for an operation
comes as a great shock to all of us,"
said Indians' President Gabe Paul.
"Mike expects to be in training camp
in three weeks, and we hope he will be
at full strength by the opening of the
season."
Ferraro, 38, formerly a coach for
the New York Yankees, was hired by
the Indians to replace Dave Garcia,
whose contract was not renewed at
the end of the 1982 season.

It was former diving coach Chuck
O'Brien that found Koester. O'Brien
was Koester's coach for his first three
years at BG until O'Brien was released of his coaching duties because
of financial cut-backs. Koester and
O'Brien have worked together to
make Koester the MAC'S most feared
diver. Like Fairmen, O'Brien set high
but realistic goals for Koester.
"We set a goal two years ago for
Phil to make the Bowling Green
Sports Hall of Fame," O'Brien said.
"I think he has reached that goal. As
far as I'm concerned he's the best
diver or swimmer in the history of
BG.
•PHIL COULD coach diving as
well as anyone. That is the mark of a
good diver," O'Brien added.
With all these goals and accom-

EUshments behind him, Koester said
e still has a great deal of ambition
left in him,
"I'd like to win the one and threemeter boards in the MAC
championship. That would be sevenout-of-eight possible titles (in four
years of collegiate competition). I
don't think anyone has ever done
that," Koester said.
"I fell three points short in the
three-meter when I was a freshman,
which I feel I deserved to win . The
MAC just wasn't ready for a freshman to win both boards. I also want to
be outstanding diver again. Finally
I'd like to break the MAC records.
They have been standing too long,"
said Koester.
Koester admits that reaching his
goals would not be easy.
"It (winning the MAC) is going to
be tougher this year. Tim Burtz (from
Toledo) will be tough in the one-meter. I'd really love to beat Eastern one
last time this year."
When Koester left Pioneer High, be
left an era that Fairmen said he would
never forget. When Koester leaves
BG, he will leave behind another era.
He will have left his name in the BG
record books six times (all four school
records and both pool records) and
possibly more to come.
Only time will tell just how much
Koester can still accomplish as he
approaches his toughest dual meet
competition 'Toledo and Eastern
Michigan', the MAC championships,
and the NLAA zone competition.

Greer - Most Valuable Person
ratio this season of 137 to 51. '
Although he doesn't look to score
that much, Greer can do so If he sees
The three letters "MVP" can have the need. He averaged 9.7 points per
two definitions when one applies them game last year, meaning that, comto Bowling Green basketball standout bined with his assists, he was responDavid Greer.
It can have the connotation that
most people are familiar with,
namely, "Most Valuable Player." It
can also mean "Most Valuable Person."
Greer qualifies as both.
F .^^^^
_„ a
The dimunitive senior - the point
guard and leader of the Falcon basketball show - not only portrays leadership, talent, and class on the court but on the court as well.
As a player, BG coach John Wcinert, simply calls him "Mr. Glue". He
is thexoach on the floor, and, according to Weinert and many others, the
"best point guard in the Mid-American Conference."
Now Greer, who will lead BG into
tonight's 8 p.m. contest at Toledo's
Centennial Hall, is not what one might
call a prolific scorer - and he doesn't
want to be. He was only an honorable
mention all-MAC performer a year
David Greer
ago.
Yet, if floor generalship, assists sible for nearly 30 points per game.
and other intangibles were taken into This year Greer is averaging nearly
consideration more than scoring, eight points per game.
Greer would have been the handsdown first team all-MAC selection.
"David is the complete player,"
Weinert said. "His main goal seems
CONSIDER:
• Greer holds every BG assist re- to be to make his teammates look
cord ever dreamed of. His 15 assists in good. He means so much to this team
one game against Marshall as a soph- -1 just can't say how much.
omore were the most ever by a Falcon
"HE HAS more pressure on him
player.
than anybody on the team. He is the
• His 242 assists last year broke his quarterback of the team. Because of
own record of 189 be had established this, he gets the blame - like a quarhis sophomore year. He currently has terback in football often does - when
137 assists this season giving him 688 things don't go so well. I'll tell ya,
for his career - good for first place on there has never been a player that 1
the all-time MAC career list.
respect more on and off the floor than
• Greer was seventh in the nation in David Greer."
assists his sophomore year and last
year be climbed to third in the nation
It is the way Greer handles himself
- behind only Darius Clemmons of off the floor that makes him an MVPLoyola-Chicago (9.90 per game) and Most Valuable Person.
Danny Tarkanlan (8.73) of Nevada"He is honestly concerned about
Las Vegas. Greer had an average of projecting a wholesome image to all
8.64 per game.
who look to him for leadership," Wei• Greer has an assists/turnovers nert says,"and to all the kids out there
by Keith Walther
sports editor

^Jfe

Cavaliers sink further with loss of Edwards
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) - Real
estate developer John Ferchill says
the Cleveland Cavaliers' trade of
starting center James Edwards will
"definitely have an adverse effect"
on his negotiations for purchase of the
National Basketball Association
team.
The trade of Edwards to the Phoenix Suns for backup canter Jeff Cook,
$428,000 cash and a third-round draft
choice was approved Monday night by
the NBA, which had placed a 24-hour
review period on any deals proposed
by Cavaliers' owner Ted Stepien.
FERCHILL HAS been negotiating
to buy the team for weeks.
"I recommended Bgit|ntt the deal,"
Ferchill said Tuesday. "Stepien tried
to explain his position as adequately
as he could. He said be did it for the
best interests of the team. And he

With all his success in high school,
it would seem that Koester would be
one of the most highly sought high
school divers, but this was not the
case.
"I wasn't recruited that heavily,"
Koester said. "I got offers from
Wayne State and Ferris State, but I
wanted to compete in the MAC. Eastern Michigan talked to me but
wouldn't give me any money. Bowling
Green had great facilities and was
able to give me some money."
. Since then Eastern has had every
reason to regret Koester's decision.

TOCCI TOLDTocci told the Indians
Ferraro would be hospitalized for
seven days.
Coach John Goryl will be in charge
of the Indians' spring training camp
in Tucson, Ariz., until Ferraro returns, Paul said.

Ex-coaches honored
NEW YORK (AP) - Woody Hayes,
Darrell Royal and Frank Broyles,
three of the top coaches in college
football history, were named yesterday to the National Football Foundation's Hall of Fame.
In 70 years as head coaches, the trio
recorded 571 victories against 194
losses and 21 ties and all posted winning percentages of .700 or better.
Hayes and Royal each coached two
national championship teams.

who look up to him."
In the summer, Greer coaches
youth basketball in his hometown of
Canton. These kids, according to
Greer, are the biggest part of his life.
"There is more to life than being a
basketball player," the BG captain
said. "I really enjoy helping out the
little kids and trying to teach them the
overall game of basketball and how to
be gentlemen. At a young age like
that, they can still be molded. The
older they set the more they think
they know. That young age is a very
important age.
" A 1X)T OF the kids I coach in the
summer program are from broken
homes. It (the youth program) means
a lot to them. It is pretty much all they
have to look forward to. It means a lot
to me, too. I had people around who
helped me when I was a kid, so I just
want to return the favor."
A gleam is present in Greer's eyes
as he talks about those kids. He knows
as an athlete he is looked up to by
many youths and adults. Often times
the other side - the human side - of an
athlete is overshadowed by their talents on the field of play. But Greer is
more concerned about "his responsibility" to his fans; the image that he
portrays to them.
"A lot of people, little kids, look up
to me," Greer explained. "If they see
me doing things that are wrong, how
can I teach them? If I don't show
them by example more than just
being a basketball player - but also
being a good person - why should they
listen to me? It is easy for young
people like that to get caught up in
wrong things. Through basketball, I
can help them. Not only by giving
them pointers about basketball, but
other ways, too."
Greer is an only child and he feels
that this could be the reason he enjoys
helping young kids so much.
'1 always wanted a little brother,"
he smiles, "I guess that makes it easy
for me to get attached to them."
And a young child could not have a
better big brother.

BG women cagers lose
Bowling Green's women's basketball team had a short two-game
winning streak come to a screeching halt last night by the Rockets,
in Toledo, SMI.
The Falcons went back to their
old style of play where they were
often accused of playing just 20 of
the usual 40 minutes of hoops while
slacking off in the second half.
BG led after the first period, 3433, but was haunted by a cold string
that saw the Rockets outscore the
Falcons, 12-2, puttingUT in a commanding lead. The Falcons were
never able to get back in the contest, as the Rockets opened the gap
to 81-48 in the second half.
ALSO, THE Rockets outshot the
Falcons in the second half - tallying six more field goals than BG and forcing BG to turn over the ball

frequently in the second period by
utilizing a strong full court press.
"They (UT) are a better team,
no excuses." BG coach Kathy Bole
said. "In the second half we were
hesitant, passive, and we kept
looking for someone else to do the
job. Nobody wanted to get the job
done."
The Falcons, now 6-5 in the MidAmerican Conference and 10-7
overall, were led by Cary McGehee
with 16 points, followed by Melissa
Chase with 13 and Joelyn Shoup
with 10.
Mitzi Hallihan led UT (8-3 in the
MAC and 15-5 overall) with 19
points, ahead of Linda Jankki's 17
and Liz Meiring's 18.
This Saturday BG looks to get
back on the winning track in Anderson Arena at 5:30 p.m. against
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CLOSE TO MIKE'S PARTY MART
KIRK' COIN LAUNDRY
709 S MABV,

CLASSIFIEDS

Congrra-uatlone Tm t Todd on piedg
■ng ATO Love NBu a Daboa

Jonea Income Tax Service
S1S-1040A. mc Slate & Local
$33-1040. A SB. a* Scredrta mc
Stale 4 Local
$80 Fame, mc State a Local
Ph 362-1438 or 354-1507
Mrs 7 e/n-9 Dm 7 days a week.
Localao at Beat Wsatsm 1450 E
Wooster. Ofc. t\t.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Fab. 9. 1983
Apcacesone lor echctarahipe oftarso
through the Cossgs ol Education lor
the 198384 academic yaar an
■ leal ll in Room 306 Education
Bufemg Cenrjaattt must be emoted
ti the Coeege ol Education DsedBne
•or returning appecstione a March 3.
1983

Mufflare mataaadlow aa SIS 95
Wei meal or beat any written estimate Don't pay more"1 Cal 3541278 tor FREE sstlmetei BO Mumer
Center 11055 Bowwlg O/ean Rd

BATH TONK1HT ANYONE? STUDY
H8ATHENQLAN0 NFO MEETING
FEB. 9 8 P M RM 17 WILLIAMS
HALL
PRESENTATIONS.
PICTUBES. DISCUSSIONS
The Student Council tor e.ceptlonel chHdrsn MH bo letting .alenilrv«. da, flower, on Fob. no In
the forum of ItreV Hall. Price-It .00.
OeUvery on a off campus Sal Fab.
It

PTofaasnnal Typing
Theeia DBaertatlora
352-0835

PERSONAL
SWEETHEART PARTY
MONDAY. FEB 14
LIVE MUSIC BY "INSIGNIA"
FLOWERS FOR LADIES
CUPIO COCKTAILS
KISSING BOOTH
LOTS MORE-NO COVERI
MAIN ST.-352-1701

• • -ATTENTION MANAGEMENT
CLUeMEMBEBS""
HEBE'S YOUR CHANCE TO GET
YOUR PICTURE IN THE KEY. MEET
IN UNIVERSITY HALL AT 5:30 ON
FEB. 10 ON THE FRONT INDOOR
STEPS. FOR MORE INFO. CALL KIM
<1T2-S7M).

Attention: Position avaHabfa for representative at large hi undergraduate Student Government. Apply In
405 Student Services building Appefcastons due February ».

FOUND
BLACK LAB
PUPPY
FOUND ON FBI FEB 4B1 NEAR 6th
and HB3H STREET
PROBABLY
AROUND 34 MONTHS OLD
PLEASE CALL. Lease 392-7117 or
Oalsluurai 362 3885

BEAUTIFUL DRIED a SILK FLORAL
VALENTINE ARRANGEMENTS
STARTING AT $5 00 READY MADE
OR SPECIAL ORDERS
BEN FRANKLIN
164 S MAW.

FOUND: LADeS INITIAL BROACH
MONDAY MMSC
CALL KURT 2 5142

Black Swamp Heperlne Is looking
for writer, photographer., graphic
artiste and salea representatives
Contact Editor Linos Parsi via the
BSM mailbox al the School of Journalism, 103 University Hall, or call
352-44SS.

Lost Base* nylon ekHscket. Hal
acanea. rsd, yallow banda around
arm. and haa a carnal patch on
awer pocket. Loaf at Uptown, Sal
Fab. 5. H found plaaaa ralurn 122
Otlenhaut EaM 1724701. Coal haa
rarest aaiillmantal vslus.
Whoever found the gold ladlos tmex
watch on tha aldawafc ol Oflanhauei
Waal on Thursday 1-26 IP m I
PLEASE cal 372-3038. ask lo. An
draa. or cal 352-5724.
LOST ALPINE BOOKBAO
WITH NAME REWARD
372-9418

B.O.S.U. SALES CLUB MEETING
Thurs Fob 10 1983
Ohio Suns (Union) 7.00
Guest speaker from
Owen. Illinois
Director ol Marketing
Al are welcome lo attend'

RIDES
A rida lo Ohio University
leaving Fab 18 altar 1.30 p.m WB
help with gaa Cal Dane at 354.
1231.

SERVICES OFFERED

Our Ptts Men Paul t Jim Get psyched tor the PIS Mu Format Love.
Amy A Jamie

FRESH DONUTS DELIVERED
EVERY MORNING AT
THE GETAWAY
M2-41B2

Phi Pats-You are the beat house on
campus! LI Saea Good kick with
rush' ABM.

SWEETHEART PARTY
MONDAY, FEB. 14
LIVE MUSIC BV "INSIGNIA
FLOWERS FOR LADIES
CUPID COCKTAILS
KISSING BOOTH
LOTS MORE-NO COVERI
MAIN ST-352-370J

HEY PIKES
THE TEA LAST THURS
WAS
GREAT"
THANX. THE KAPPA DELTA'S

Jell. Just wanted to at you know. I'm
reefy looking torward to a super
Salurday'
Love. Wendy
^_^^^^^^

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84

Ptil Kappa Pal
We would kke lo thank you very much
lor slowing ua to use your house on
Frt We had a good Bmei See you in
Apny-Kappa Kappa Gamma

Oat your SOS (School of Buslnaaa)
shin today thru There. 9:30-2:30 In
the B.A. building lobby.

How to Pick the Career Field tor Your
Tatenta' Women in ConviTunicetiona.
toe 7 00 p m Town Room Union

Come to the Board of Truateee
Meeting Friday, Feb. 11 at 10 a.m.,
MeFall Center Assembly Room to
SUPPORT LEGAL SERVICESI

NEXT-TO-NEW SHOP
Oothmg $ houeewaree priced tow.
Open Tues 10-4pm A Frt. 1-7pm.
SI Aloysius School 2nd Boor.

Florida Fang la coming Boon
It's going to be great'
The bear blast wB he tots of fun,
Wal bet you mal cant wait1
Theyl be music, dance and drink.
and pnzaa that resty rate:
Win a weekend trip to Fionas
end even lake a datol see ya there

Happy Hour-Holiday Inn
Everyoay, al day MTV
Every Night. Al Mght

CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY WEEK
AT UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN
LET IT BE LOWENBRAU

TAXES TAXES TAXES
Roatar Tax & Accounting Service
Short form SB 00: long form
• 15 and up Professional
preparation and reasonable rates
1007 N Main BG 352-4340

Mid Am Manor Apia 2 oom. Unfurn
$300Vup. Great summer rates too
10 30-3 00 Sun thru Thurs Cat
352-4380 3-7 Mon. thru Frl 3527381

HAIR UNLIMITED. 143 W WOOSTER 353-3281 FEATURING PRECISION HAW CUT ONLY $9 00

CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY WEEK
AT UPTOWN/DOWNTOWNLOWENBRAU SPECIALS ALL
WEEK.

THE BKN Of TKI WOULD LKE TO
WISH CAfaVYI ANTHONY A MAPf V
saatTWOAT.

Don Brschenholl Be al the Phi Kappa
Pal House Saturday raghti Don! torgat lo keep checking your msabox
Your Secret Sweetheart

GUVS N'GALS JEAN JACKETS.
LEE « LEVI
Jeans N' Things
531 Ridge SI

HOT DOGS
COMMUTER CENTER
11 00-1 00
55 aa.. 3 lor 1 50

KMKeVeERER
COhlQRATULATIONS ON YOUR EN
OAQEMENT TO DADI NOW WE'RE
LEGAL. LOVE YOUR KOS (Q.T. A
LMJ
uttk, Kathy Fertsl.
The «me la drawing near
Your ALPHA XI WtieOon
» finely he<<
Be bean a lot of work
and a"a been a bt of fun
I hope you know MHO
Your big maika you're no. 1.
XI Low, Mtody
Congnrhaasona Michael Kapyar tor
highest pfedgs deee QPAI Keep up
the good work' Love, your Alpha Phi

GOLDEN HEART ACTIVES: CONGRATULATIONS! WE ARE ALL SO
GLAD YOU STUCK WITH IT. KEEP
UP THAT SIG EP SPIRIT! LET THE
GOOD TIMES ROLL! LOVE. THE
GOLDEN HEARTS.

BUY YOR SWEETHEART AN ALPHA
GAM COOKfEGRAM, FEB 7.8 and 9
IN UNIVERSITY HALL THEYRE
ONLY SO- AND WILL BE DELIVERED
ON CAMPUS ON FEB 14

ango. Glen. Oat Smart, Tin. BM,
Staudt. Zice. CrarSs. a Shannon: BM
D Q a are counting the flours tat our
OeB-Oa I Human teal Be mare
ALOHA'

CONNIE, To ma greatest MO The
hum was tanassact You've made the
HOUSE OF HEART even more ape
cal to ua1 Love your LI a. Wendy and

7 30-9 00

AOPi'i Thank, tor the gnat tea on
Friday. Looking forward to the nait
onet Tha Alpha Sage.

CAR KEY FOUND «i vicinity ol OM
Ffat How cPlesse cal Bart at 80
News 22601 lo dontify

tors

Do you want more than ruet an education? Meet the men of Phi Gamma
Delta that era looking to buStl
BGSU'S finest fraternity Rush FLA
Fab 9th m Coradn Hal Main Lounge

Ado> R Fertoy-Vour meebon is gelling full Empty it. and be al the Ph,
Kappa Psi House on Salurday Night

LOST AND POUND

Corigrelulaliora JILL TOMUNSON on
your Alpha Phi-Phi DelttO u I aialsrIng lo Ctarfci Gee. how dd everyone
know? Beat wanes from your Alpha
Phi eaters.
CongraMaoon. to the BGSU Women* Ski Team for being number one
m the atate A special Congrats to
Mary Jo. Harriet and Pagl They
should have cased it tha AGO ski
team) Good kick In national rjueefare
m VVtaconeaY Love. Your AGO s»-

KAPPA DELTA BUSH
Wad. Bab. S, 7-1:30
A VALENTINE'S DAY CILEBrtATION. For taaro kite, about rush
«r Kappa Ossst eaa 172-2S7I

SEND THE ONES
YOU LOVE A SPECIAL
VALENTINE MESSAGE
IN THE SG NEWS. FRI. FES 11
DEADLINE: WED. FEB. S, 4 P.M.

Spring Breaking In Washington. DC
with UCF'a Travel/Study Seminar on
Retgron and Art" combines sightseeing and aerning
Information
meeting, Thurs.. Fab. 17, 4:30 p.m
at UCF. 313 Thurstin. or cal 352-

The Theta Cm's would But to conoretuata Bob Hosoway on being accepted to Men School QrMOnHolol
ttvt broBiaraa.
TH1 WArewOWS AM COeSBta
TO ALL THE UNTVERSTTV MEN: A
SELECT GROUP OF WOMEN ARE
SEARCHING FOR THE BEST
LOOKING MEN ON CAMPUS. IF
YOU'VE OOT THE LOOKS WATCH
OUT-YOU COULD BE THE NEXT
"MR MONTH' FOR THE 19B31SS4 MEN OF BGSU CALENOAR
HERE'S LOOtONO AT YOU! THE
"BOY SCOUTS"
TC*OIWOW
WF AL-SUTTONS NTTE OUT!
FBEE BOYNE MOUNTAIN
SKI Tie" OIVEAWAY
BUSES AT UNION

• :M, 1:30, 10:10
DON'T BBSS ITI
To Ray Farley. Stave Curtsa Chris
GBrford. Jeff Rowley and si the other
PN Pel's on tha pageant staff. Qraat
Jobll
VOTE FOR
KEVIN CONNOBS
ACOFA-FEB. IS.
WE WANT YOU! BUT ITS NOT
UNCLE SAM, ITS THE
"BOY
SCOUTS". WE. THE SELECT
WOMEN OF BOWLING GREEN ARE
WATCHaMQ EVERY DORM AND
l3UILDtea TO FIND THE RksHT
TYPE OF OUYS TO APPEAR IN THE
MEN OF BGSU 19B3-igS4 CALENDAR SO BE PREPAREDI HERE'S
LOOKING AT YOUI THE "BOY
SCOUTS".
SWEETHEART PARTY
MONDAY, FEB. 14
LIVE MUSIC BY "BeaWNU"
FLOWERS FOB LADtES
OJ|HOCC<KTAILS
KISSINO BOOTH
LOTS liORE_NO COVEBI
ISAM ST. 311-170]
You're Mntted lo meet former GDI'S
mat have sstaMshed BGSU S newest fraternity Oat tasassesa Rvah PM
Oamma Delia ConaJn Hal Mam
Lounge Wed Fob »m 7 30-9:00
Hot Dogs
Commuter Center
11:00-1.00
55 ea or 3 tor 1 SO

7534
CongratiJabOne to the Alpha Gems m
Maa BGSU Contestants TnSha Stol
and Tina Yamon. Susie Woodafl-I,
nasal Lauren MoUcaraky m the Entertainment Co. and Kan VanoarvortChoreographer We're proud of you
at
Hey Big Spenders Sieve and Pat
Thanks lor donating your ttmo nd
talents to our CABARET party! You
were both terrtBc! Love, me Alpha
Gems.

LITTLE ONE—There a no way I can
tel you how much these ast 4 years
mean to ma Wa have had some
unlorgetable bmes. I don't know what
wa happen after wa erattuate but
you I always be very special to me.
Thanks lor ovsrylhing. Me

ZBT Water Pete Team
Let. win our la at 211
Love, tha one who hates to
Bowling Green SUNBATHERS'
SPWNGBREAK FLORIDA trip to FT
Laudrjfdale or KEY WEST. 6 beach
days. 7 nights lodging, m fine hotea
"on the strip", paje nightly psrbss
from 1125
Call 800-368 2006
TOLL FREE1 Aa* for Annette Go writ!
frienda or orgeriia a smel group and
sunostha lor FREEI
FREE T—SHIRT
To anyone who enters the MOA
Superdance. Feb. 25 26 RecnjBment ends soon Sign up al trsS
week. Union Foyer. Kohl Desk or
phone 372-2B39

Stop In tor our Bee brochure ol
addraaaai and prtoss for tha 83 84
school year. Newtove trfanegement
336 S Main St 352-5620
Duaaloan 1 bedroom apt. wBh wlndows
Across from tha Cauel
Theetra 134 N Man. Contact Mary
M 352-5620 A aastlll Mar 1 or
Aorl 1. CALLI
COOKIES Oreer your 10 kv-IS In.
Valiiiani CoeMe 352-1717 Arnertcan Cookie Ce.
$241 20 Weekly Psychecka (FuBy
guanraaaill working In the comlort
and Beastly of your own home. No
axpenence Al ages. Paychecks fufy
guBtarasart oompale dstass and
sppscahon form sent on request
Sand a sail addressed, .tamoed en
velooe to BEZEL P.O Box 3814
MnaBald. OH 44907

WANTED
COMMISSION SALESMAN
TO SELL RECORD 1 TAPES ON
CAMPUS 1-472-3752
After 5:00 Bob
Fenka needed for 5 bdrm house Spr
Ssm 319 Ptie St 1267-3341
1 F. rmmte needed to share room in 4
hedrm house. 100 mo call 3541543 llor apt asm I

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year
round. Europe, S Amer . AuatrsSa.
Asia
Al Fields
1500 11200
monthly
Sightseeing
Free taxi
Write UC Box 52-OH-3 Corona DM
Mar. CA 92825
Part time employee wanted to put up
postsra on campus now and during
1983 2-10 hours/monti.. $4 50 hr
Send name, address, phone # case
yr.stc to Mr Fsmon. 152 Temple
St. 41701. New Haven, CT 06610
CRUISE SHIP JOBS' $14-128.000
Carrtxatn, Hawaii. Work). CM tor
Grade. Drectory. Newaletter 1-918722-1111 Ext Bowing Green

FOB SALE
AMC HORNET 1971 WITH AM/FM
RADIO GOOD CONDITION BEST
OFFER. PHONE 354-2004 AFTER
7:00 P.M. WEEKDAYS. ANYTIME
WEEKENDS
For Sale: Sanyo oar atereo/8
trk /speakers Make offer 353-2581
Heart-afapad red satin patows 3
sizes Any maaasgs srnbroidered
free Also monkey sock dol with red
heart eyas and red pompoms. 3527988 Rsstonaple WB ship
Radk) Shack TRS80 pocket programabie computer S printer 1300
vaJua lor 1150 Recorder & Tapes
aMo aval lor kat $50 686-8722
1 PIECE WHITE LUOWIO DRUM SET
TAMA HAROWARE O.C. JeOO

WM7S4
Brand new engagement ring Great
lor SI Va Day Must sal $278 or
bast olter 372-5215
1977 Aspen 6 cyl . suto . AC. NICE
CAR Bast offer 354-1940 alter
5 30pm.

Meadowview Court
Apartments

ROCK LEDGE MANOR

PABST BLUE BSSBON DAYTONA
BEACH BMBMO BREAK TNP SIM—S MAN BOOM. StSa-4 MAN
ROOM. CALL MKE AT 1S2-S1S2
FOR atORE BWO. WHY PAY MORE
FORLESSrt

Open Saturday 12 to 4
214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OM 352-1195

850 Sixth St. at South College
2 bedroom furn. apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker
3C

IMPERIAL ELECTRIC BASS GUI
TAR WITH HARD CARRYING CASE:
WBU. 8ACFBFICE. CALL 362-8112
1975 BUCK OPEL
GOOD COND BOOK VALUE $1350
A8K1NQ $1000 352-4880
days, 865-3131 eves a weekends
1973 Nova Looks rough but runs.
$100 or beet offer. 352-2414

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

APARTMENT FOR RENT
May 9-Aug. 19 2 bdrm fumfahsd East
Court St New cempua 352-7858.
Attention students
Futy turn, carpeted 2 bom apt. heat.
water, cable TV included Now ranting for summer S fat 1903.
1640/sem /student tor 4 persona: '
Lower eummer retee Cat Rich Hanla
362 7182

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
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2276
1 bdrm. apt. quat location. 12 mo
laaaa starting summer 362-2267

New atBUfafk.lea near stadajm cornplate wBh cobr T v Al utassa paMi
$960/semestar 1 parson,
leOO/aemealer 2 people 352-1520
lor appt lo see model.

Grad Student. 1 bdrm apt quat
location. 12 mo lease starting sum
mar 362-2287
1 BDRM APT LOW UTH . 180VMO..
NO LEASE DEPOSIT REQUIRED
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY' 1-3823110 10-5 pm

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983
2 S 3 bdrm Houses. 1 S2bdrmapta
Elnoanclaa, tool OM 352-4268

1 Bdrm apt low uM
$i90mo no tease
deposit required
avsaaoa Imrnedatsty
1-382-3110 10-6 P.M

Now renting for 83-84 school year.
Houses and apartments Bogga Reef
Estate 352-9457. 352-3841. 354
1120
House-Apia Furn
rooms. PRIVATELY rjWNEO. Aval. eum. and
fal 9 or 12 mo laaaa 353-3885

Houses and apts Close to campus
lor the 1983-84 achool year 1-2673341

1 Bdrm. Furn Apt Ouat-Prtvate
Aval Now 353-3886

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Now Renting 1 bdrm. F.-U. apts. 2
bdrm. F., gas last, tenant pays else.
laundry fad aval. Al residents
granted pnvaadge ol a memberstvp lo
tha OsSRRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Preferred Properties Co 836 High
SI Rental Office 362-9378
CAMPUS MANOR Now renting lor
Summer and Fal school year
Special Summer Rates
Ph: 362-9302 or 352-7365 eves
F a M students needed to M apts
and houses now 352-7386
SeiQta room lor M student setose
from Rogers nvaBsbte now 3527386

VA

Find gut who
Loves you enough
to spend five
whole dollars
to tell you so

rnmmiLamnm-mm>x
Urge
Pizza
I
it • m
9
FREE DELIVERY j

Oftll 4 ?M. ExfktS 2/10/83 J

©lew La* Aafftn Ike*. Siaelralr

i

Upper he* house lot 2 people 1/2
bit. from campus 4 rooms, bath a
deck 12 mos lease Beginning June
14. $320 mo 1 else 1 water 362

House lor rant. 1983-84 school
year 518 E. Read St 4 Ddrma .
modem kitchen, dishwasher, close to
campus. $550/month.
CM Aloe 372-4900.

'(o's

tmmmm**mmi rt>*ey«iKa>i«.e*am

Edited by Margsret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

s

Lower 1/2 house tor 4 people 1'2
bat. from campus 6 ma . bath a front
porch 12 mos Isase beginning June
II $440/ mo > gas 3 water 3522278.
_^

j tiiHm»\ tom -1.00 ft <0

$2 2 5-f urnished$200-unfumished
- all utilities included seperate bedroom

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
*

VULAQE OREEN
480 LEHMAN
2 B0RMre250 352-2276

m

call 352-384111-3 or 354-1120

J

124 Sixth SL 2 Bdrm. fuey I urn. .or
Renting lor 1181-84. Call 352-5820
days. 3S2-404S anytime. Also rentlog for Summer 1 ail. Cal 1M-49«S

let? a. Mam at Mi-oteo.

■ .trHi OM

1

I bdrm. bath, kitchen, twig room,
water, cable TV Included $200.mo
vsasywood Apts CM Nswfove Real
ity 362-6161

FREE months rant on our futy fur
rathsd studto apartmentsl Complete ouh* and private Panty of
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom
Wa write our assss to fit your needs
Good location Close to restaurants
and Btoree CMABHta CROSS ABTS

$285-furnished $265-unfurnished
plus lights

1

2 bdrm turn apt for Fal Semester
Famataa, CM 362-8040 after 6pm.

Aval, tmmedl' 2 bdrm apt. $225/mo
S uaBBSeNo pats, deposit paaaa
Sarm-fumlsheO 352-4288

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

BOGGS REAL ESTATE

LUTHER APARTMENTS
733 MANVILU
2 BDRM IS226. 1 BDRM $200
362-8187

KNtMNT

In the Friday
edition of the
BG NEWS

•all utilities included -gas heat • laundry
facilities 'drapes "carpet •party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnisnea $250-unfurnished

$625p€r person per semester
Owner pays heat and water

CARTY RENTALS
HOUSES AND APAPTMENTS
•83-'S4 school year and summer
rontMa Al near campus 362-7385.
Now renting tor summer. Two bedroom, turn. apt. VVatsr. cable t v paid
for A/C. parking lot, laundry tscsniss
$400 lor He summer. $250 lor
shorter term Cal 382-7182

MM)

ACROSS
1 Bitter
6 Range
10 Rush hour
phenomena
14 River quay
15 Hermione, to
friends
16 Hot spot
17 Palm genus
18 Circle or final
19 Kind of drama
20 Fruits of a vine
23 Hondo or Bravo
24 Game adjunct
25 Like some prunea
27 Bids
30 Change
32 Earthquake
33 Information
34 Rhadames' love
37 Household god
38 Sleep, in a
mannerol
speaking
41 Mountain pass
42 Great Barrier
island
44 Adherents: Suffix
45 Jehovah. In
Hebrew variant
47 Having swordshaped leaves
49 High point of an
srch

SO
52
53
54
60
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Earth, e.g.
Know. In Nogales
Fortune
Boss, In a way
Tavern taps
Slide around
Bygone
Sailors
Comfort
German sausage
Existence
pearl
Puts In off Ice

DOWN
1'There ought
lobe
!"
2 Wax, In Oaxaca
3 Old name for
anewt
4 Ebbs
5 Serve as a
combatant
6 Adjust, as the
clock
7 City on the Oka
8 Shot and shells
9 Chief support
10 Homebody
11 Ready for a
regimen
12 Prove false
13 Hairnet

21
22
26
27
28
29

Grundy, for one
R.R. item
Greek letter
Frognet Park city
Exploit
Certain sideshow
performers
30 Dull finish
31 Western Indians
33 Bowl or Jacket
35 Garroway
36 See 49 Across
39 Breaks In
continuity
40 Features often
raised
43
Arbor
46''Vtoksts
..."
48 The following:
Lat.
49
vletue
(woe to the
vanquished)
50 Dinner or home
91 Cousins of
Dolores
52 Charger
55 Winglike parts
56 Stratagem
57 Mediterranean
port of Spain
58"
lavle!"
50 Chess pieces:
Abbr.
61 Ship's log entry
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